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Pokies – it’s game on!
Nina Young

Gambling is a major money-spinner
in Australia. A report last year found
that turnover from gambling in 200809 was over $19 billion, 55 per cent of
which being spent in clubs and hotels
on Electronic Gaming Machines or
“pokies”.
Faced with these alarming figures
the government decided to start
implementing the introduction of the
“Pre-commitment” scheme.
Under the scheme patrons need to
apply for a card, similar to a loyalty card,
programmed with the player’s identifying
information. Players then nominate
their maximum daily/weekly spending
limit. The program is designed to help
problem gamblers by obliging them to set
boundaries and be aware of how much
they spend.
Tanya Plibersek, Member for Sydney,
explains: “At the end of the day, 40 per
cent of poker machine profits come from
problem gamblers. Studies have shown
that problem gamblers spend an average
of $21,000 a year on gambling and most
people know of someone who has
gambled away their house or their super.”
Clubs NSW is not happy with the
scheme, claiming it will be costly,
also interfering with the rights of their
patrons. Expressing his concerns over
the reforms, Ken Murray of the Randwick
Labor Club said: “It is a breach of privacy.
Where are we getting to when people are
telling us how much we can bet? It’s their
money. Why should someone be coming
in to tell people how they should spend
their money?”
“On the topic of problem gamblers,
Clubs NSW, through the Club-safe
program has done an enormous
amount to reduce problem gambling.
The percentage of problem gamblers
has dropped considerably. Anyone
who thinks they have a problem with
gambling can get assistance,” Mr Murray
said.
Tanya Plibersek responded to these
comments by saying: “Pre-commitment

Anger over
Uni ‘mega
development’
SSH

DARLINGTON: Sydney University’s plans
for a new business school in Darlington
are under threat after angry residents
issued a host of demands to the
institution. Darlington residents want
significant change to the design of the
large proposed development which
straddles three city blocks and writes
two city streets off the map forever.

Ken Murray at the Randwick Labor Club Photo: Bill Sheridan

allows people who play poker machines
to set their own limit on how much time
and money they want to spend, and
helps them to stick to it. If they want
to spend $1,000 a night they can. They
just have to make a conscious decision

to do so.”
According to Clubs NSW, the reforms
would lead to a loss of revenue that could
cause the closure of clubs and the loss
of jobs.
The government responded with

figures taken from a report conducted
by Ian Pinge of Latrobe University which
states that $1 million spent in hospitality
creates 20 jobs, $1 million spent in retail
creates 10 jobs, but $1 million spent on
S
the pokies only creates 1.6 jobs.

Rose Street, Boundary Lane, deaf
children facility The Shepherd Centre and
residential college Mandelbaum House on
Abercrombie Street will all be demolished
in the move. Also to go are a community
child care centre, the University’s large
book Repository, a computing centre, and
a park on the corner of Abercrombie and
Codrington streets.
Angry locals, who have formed an
action group called RAIDD (Residents
Acting In Defence of Darlington), have
issued a host of demands to the University
after a fiery public meeting in April failed
to mollify the local community.
The business school complex will
accommodate a total population of 7,000
students and academics.
Residents are most concerned a
proposed driveway to provide basement
access to the complex of buildings has
been placed next to Darlington Public
School. Placing the vehicle entrance on
Darlington Lane would pose less danger
to children and stop cars being funneled
down Golden Grove, Codrington and
Abercrombie streets where they are most
likely to affect locals.
RAIDD also wants access to some
dedicated park or courtyard space in
the new complex, given the volume
of public space that will be privatised
in the re-development. A significant
amount of public parking will be lost if
the development goes ahead so residents
also want to see more parking provided
in the complex’s basement.
Also in the group’s
continued on page 2

EVELEIGH FARMERS’ MARKET
EVERY SATURDAY 8am - 1pm
COME TASTE WINTER

An all weather marketplace rain, hail or shine Visit www.eveleighmarket.com.au for all details

243 Wilson St, Darlington NSW 2008
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ARAG traffic and
parking survey
goes viral
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Have You Heard?

June 2011

David White reports that the
Alexandria Resident Action Group is
currently surveying residents about
the concerns relating to traffic, parking
and access in their street. The group
considers that this will provide them
with valuable feedback directly
from residents about their concerns
regarding the lack of parking, nonresidential traffic using local streets
and also about the ongoing impact
from workers at the nearby Australian
Technology Park. Survey questions
also cover the number of vehicles and
available parking spaces that a resident
has, which again provides good data
about the state of traffic, parking
and access in the area. The survey
was undertaken via the use of the
web-based application called Survey
Monkey, which allows the users to
gain first-hand results from the various
questions asked. Its findings will
provide ARAG with the information
needed to hold constructive
discussions with the City of Sydney
Council, which is currently assessing
options to reduce traffic and parking
problems for the Alexandria area. At
this stage, over 75 surveys have been
received from residents living in the
various streets in the Alexandria area
and the group has been really happy
with the high survey completion rate.
The survey is still open, so if you wish
to fill out the survey please contact
the Alexandria Resident Action Group:
AlexandriaResdientsActionGroup@
ya h o o g ro u p s. c o m . a u , o r w w w.
surveymonkey.com/s/DQ8WSCR/.

South Sydney
Industrial Markets
South Sydney Markets may be over.
A statement issued this week by the
City of Sydney Council said: “The
South Sydney Industrial markets
were refused development approval
in March 2010 because they were
proposed as a permanent retail
operation in an industrial zone.” Under
current state government planning
controls (the South Sydney Corporate
Park Masterplan), a permanent retail
operation in this industrial area is
contrary to the masterplan for the
area and current zonings. In April 2011
Council received a complaint about
the markets operating illegally and
investigated. It issued the owners of
the markets with a Notice of Intent,
giving them until June 13 to lodge
a new Development Application for
consideration if they wish to continue
the operation of the markets.

Battle for the
Erskineville
housing estate
One of the issues being discussed by
rank-and-file members of the ALP is
the future of local branches. There
are talks of some mergers and special
interest branches. It seems to be
accepted wisdom that the days of the
local branches are over. A DVD going
around is the story of the battle to save
the Erskineville housing estate. The
then NSW Labor Government decided
it should be demolished. Alongside
the wider Erskineville community,
the Erskineville and Alexandria Labor
Party Branches fought internally and
externally to stop the destruction. In
the end, Andrew Refshauge, the then

Minister, backed off. The celebration
began! The best opposition that the
Carr Labor Government had was its
own branch members and occasionally
it listened. Then it stopped listening
and look what happened.

Kings Cross loses
a landmark
Andrew Woodhouse, Kings Cross
resident, reports that: “The Club
Swans, Kings Cross, formerly the
Aussie Rules Club, has closed its doors
without prior notification to members
due to lack of money. Members arrived
at 5pm to find the doors locked and
a sign from receivers. The club’s
general website has been removed.
The phone number provided has
gone unanswered, as members query
whether they will receive refunds on
their memberships. The club is also
home to the Swans Football Club,
whose commercial relationship is now
under a cloud. This club was part of
the social history and fabric of the
area for decades. It lost money after
overspending on a refurbishment and
increasing meal prices, forcing former
members away. The club never owned
the premises. Claims it has closed
because of recent damage due to a
flood don’t have credibility. It paid rent
to the owner of the former Bourbon
and Beefsteak premises adjacent.
The B & B was recently sold and the
two properties have now been jointly
owned. Word on the street is that the
new owner intends to expand both
into a mega-nightclub with approval
from Sydney Council but that the
government has not approved its
liquor licence. Regulars will miss the
vivacious staff, Tim’s piano playing
and the chef’s crème brûlée – always
worth waiting for”, says Woodhouse,
also a former member.

The City Plan needs
to be reviewed
The current City Plan is causing a fair
amount of controversy, with all the
City’s resident action groups calling
for the state government to delay
the plan. Graeme Grace coordinated
an open letter to the new Planning
Minister, asking for it to be reviewed.
Nick McCallum tells the story of how,
across the city, people are up in arms
and demanding it be delayed. A story
worth reading.

Jamie settles in

sights is the seven-storey “central pillar”
of the complex, and the development’s
frontage on Abercrombie Street which
will be five storeys high. Residents want
both reduced. They also want assurances
they will be able to walk through the
complex 24/7.
Many people, suburb-wide, are
i n c re a s i n g l y n e r vo u s a b o u t t h e
University’s plans, given the current
proposal to double the size of the Sports
and Aquatic Centre on Codrington Street
and the University’s interest in the North
Eveleigh site on Wilson Street.
Local resident and RAIDD member,
Colin Sharp, says for decades the
University has been gradually
demolishing the suburb of Darlington,
and he worries how much longer it
will exist.

“The University has just acted like
a bully through this whole process,
you get the feeling they’ve only had
public meetings to tick the ‘community
consultation box’ in the development
application,” he said. “My son attends
Darlington Public School and many
parents are really worried about the
impact years of excavation and building
noise will have on students’ learning.”S
The University’s plans for the
‘Abercrombie Precinct’ went on display
on May 25 on the NSW Government’s
Planning and Infrastructure website.
Residents can view the plans, by visiting
the site www.planning.nsw.gov.au and
clicking on the “On Exhibition” page.
Objections can be lodged until June 25.
To contact RAIDD email
RAIDD2008@gmail.com

Yes to a carbon tax
Barrie McMahon [opinion]

Full marks to Gillard and Combet for
attempting to do what needs to be done
to mitigate climate change. We are at
the mercy of the Greens and others in
a minority government – but the easy
opposition of Abbott-Joyce-Bolt and,
more particularly, industry, will doom
our efforts to failure. I am not saying we
should do nothing. Rudd has already
apologised for that. I will suggest an
initial step (with many to follow) that
might be “bought” by the people.
We should clean up our local electricity
industry – with a carbon tax. We should
not try at this stage to tax other industries,
some of which are subject to non-local
competition, and all of which are
employers of people. Former Darlington
branch member, Paul Howes, for all his
interference in democratic government,
has a point.
The immediate actions to be dictated
by the tax are: no new coal-fired power
stations; new gas-fired base-load stations
as an intermediate (half-clean) step; close
down the particularly dirty Latrobe Valley
brown-coal power stations.

The use of a tax will inevitably put up
the price of our electricity. Government
action will be required to increase
pensions, and other compensation must
be given to the credible working poor.
There will be some justice in the electricity
price rises being paid by Australian BHP
shareholders and executives. The sufferers
of injustice will be Gerry Harvey and
mates as our discretionary spending is
reduced. But I (and I am sure Paul) can
live with that.
If we limit the carbon tax to the
electricity generators (and the pain to
non-industrial consumers) this will be
no more than a small start to emission
reduction, but a failed scheme (like the
ETS) achieves nothing.
Over the life of the gas-powered
generators, we will install wind-turbines
on a lot of ridges, find out whether hotrocks are a goer, and give up on carbon
sequestration. In 20 years we might even
decide whether to build another nuclear
power station (not near the coast, nor on
S
a fault line).
Barrie McMahon is a Life Member
of the Australian Labor Party.

DO YOU KNOW THIS PERSON?
Can you help me find a John or Peter Macdonald?
He was living in Redfern in the late ’70s and early ’80s.
He would currently be in his fifties or sixties.
Please phone Catherine on 0449 802 866
or email catherinesmith619@yahoo.com.au

Rebbeca talks to the new member for
Balmain, Jamie Parker (Greens) about
his priorities for public housing and
other priorities for his first term.

Bob Gould, a voice
in the wilderness
On Sunday May 23, Bob Gould, the
owner of the old Third World Book
Shop back in the ’70s, and for the
last couple of decades the owner of
Gould’s Book Arcade on King Street in
Newtown, passed away. Bob was on
the left of the ALP and, in the 30 years
I had the pleasure of knowing him, he
always fought for more just policies
from the Labor Party. It didn’t matter
whether it was Hawke or Keating
Governments, or Wran, Unsworth,
Carr or Keneally. Sadly, they were not
often listening. Bob will be missed.

Help someone
see a better future.
Vinnies changes lives every day.
Donate now to the Vinnies Winter Appeal.
Call 13 18 12 or visit vinnies.org.au
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The youth of today

Weave-ing art and
mental health

Youth of today is a regular article
on local youth and related issues
kindly sponsored by: Appetite Cafe,
82 Regent St, Redfern, Tel 9699 4069

APPETITE

ood
+
eople

cafe : redfern

Darlington Koori Dancers Photo: Bill Sheridan

Anita Heiss

EVELEIGH: As patron of Weave (formerly
South Sydney Youth Services) it gave me
great pleasure to officially open the Weave
Arts Centre and the inaugural exhibition,
Breakout.

As I walked into the revamped space I
was in awe of the range of artwork – prints,
installations, paintings, sculptures, drawings –
that had totally transformed the iconic Eveleigh
Carriageworks.
The centre is now a working space for
creativity, collaboration and recovery, and

many of the works exhibited in Breakout are
about the experience of living with a mental
health issue. Included are provocative works
such as the Hills Hoist project, featuring
donated hospital gowns metamorphosed into
objects of social comment, and a thoughtprovoking installation involving the old

seclusion door from Missenden Hospital’s
Psychiatric Unit, re-imagined as an art object.
These works tell a story about the struggle to
survive a mental illness and to overcome the
often debilitating results of such an illness.
Many of the paintings in the exhibition were
produced by a group of women from the Weave
women and children’s service.
Cleverly, and for practical reasons, the Weave
mental health teams – the “speak out” and the
“headspace” workers – have stepped out of a
conventional setting and based themselves in
the arts centre as well. This co-location will
offer support to the arts centre staff, and be a
relaxed place for young people to learn and live
their art. There’s no stigma attached to being at
the centre. The only label will be as artist.
As seen on the evening, there is much
community support for the new centre,
which followed a consultative process with
local Indigenous artists to develop the final
model. One of the major points raised in
that consultation was the need not only for a
space to produce art, but just as importantly,
somewhere to exhibit and sell that art. The
space, therefore, has become somewhere to
connect with the professional practice of art, as
well as providing a social space for people to
interact and build friendships.
Many thanks are extended to Roy WakelinKing from the Redfern Waterloo Authority
who negotiated the building for Weave. And
gratitude also to Doug Taylor, CEO of United
Way, who provided much needed funding.
Along with community members, artists,
staff and supporters of Weave, I celebrated the
opening, which included a dance performance
by the Darlington Koori Dance Troupe and
speeches by Weave CEO Shane Brown and
S
curator Camille Masson-Talansier.
For more information, check out
www.weaveartscentre.org.au

Public Notice
National Reconciliation Week is a most significant date in
this country – the commemoration of the 1967 Referendum
in which more than 90 percent of Australians voted to give
the Commonwealth the power to make laws for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples, and to recognise them in
the national census.
The advancement of Indigenous participation, engagement, education and research is a key
feature of the University’s current strategic plan, and we have recognised Reconciliation Week in
a number of different ways.
Perhaps most symbolic was that for the first time in the University’s history, the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander flags flew from the clocktower all week. The Sea of Hands on the front lawn
was designed by Sydney College of the Arts student Maryke McGrath. These and other events
and lectures underlined the University’s commitment to reconciliation, bridging the gap and
forming strong partnerships between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians.
I encourage you to visit the moving photographic exhibition Lets Face It which documents
survivors of the Kinchela Boys’ Home which was home to hundreds of Aboriginal boys forcibly
removed from their families between 1924 and 1970. The exhibition is on show in Fisher Library
until 24th June.
In other news, the Environmental Assessment for the University’s new business school is now on
public exhibition with the New South Wales Department of Planning.
The new Business School is located at the southern end of the Darlington Campus and will form a
southern gateway into the University improving access and connectivity to the main campus.
The proposal has been refined following extremely helpful community feedback and now that the
plans are on public exhibition we are keen for everyone who wishes to provide comment to the
Department of Planning.
The proposal will remain on public exhibition until Friday 24 June 2011 and can be viewed at
www.planning.nsw.gov.au
Michael Spence
Vice-Chancellor
Community contact details
Security and after hours: 1800 063 487 (free call) 24hrs a day, 7 days a week
Enquiries: 9114 0523 Email: local.comunity@sydney.edu.au

Proposal to Establish
Alcohol Restrictions in Waterloo
In response to a request by Redfern Local Area Command and Housing NSW,
the City of Sydney proposes to establish an alcohol prohibited area at the
Waterloo Green and alcohol-free zones in Cooper and Cope Streets, Waterloo.
The Waterloo Green is defined as the publicly accessible areas bound by the
following streets in Waterloo:
1. Phillip Street;
2. Cope Street;
3. Wellington Street;
4. Pitt Street.
The City has the authority to propose the alcohol prohibited area on Housing
NSW land under Section 632A (part 4) of the Local Government Act 1993, due
to the location being adjacent to existing and proposed alcohol-free zones.
The City proposes the establishment of alcohol-free zones in Cope and Cooper
Streets, adjacent to existing alcohol-free zones and the proposed alcohol
prohibited area.
To view the proposal, please go to the City’s website
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au
An Alcohol Prohibited Area or Alcohol-Free Zone is a public place where you
cannot drink alcohol.
If a Police Officer or an authorised Council Officer reasonably suspect that you
are drinking, have been drinking, or are about to drink alcohol, they have the
power to confiscate it from you. Any alcohol taken from you can be tipped out
by the Officer who took it. It cannot be given back to you.
Alcohol Prohibited Areas and Alcohol-Free Zones are clearly marked with
Council signs.
You are invited to submit your comments in writing to support or object to the
proposed restrictions on alcohol consumption for the Waterloo Green and
adjacent streets. Please address all correspondence to Safe City Manager
by 30 June 2011.
• Mail: GPO Box 1591, Sydney 2000
• Fax: 9265 9222
• Email: afz@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au

cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au
General enquiries and after hours assistance
9265 9333
council@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au
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Tanya Plibersek MP
Member for Sydney

Budget
Report Back
The 2011 Federal Budget delivers on Labor’s
values in government – ensuring that the
prosperity of a strong economy reaches all
Australians and leaves nobody behind.
An extra 750,000 Australians are in jobs since
the Government took office, This is in stark
contrast to the 30 million jobs that were lost
across the globe during in the aftermath of the
GFC and the 200 000 jobs that would have

Shooting hoops at the Peter Forsyth auditorium Photo: Ali Blogg

Lay ups or laid up?
Libby Hogan

GLEBE: Glebodrome is a community
basketball group whose love of the
game is being jeopardised due to the
lack of available community courts
in the area. The group’s age ranges
from veterans of 55, through middleaged, to a few young guns who play
at the Peter Forsyth auditorium in
Glebe every Saturday from 3 to 5pm.
The group began in 1998, comprising
both older and younger players keen
to play competitive and fair but
challenging basketball.
Founder of the group, George Doech,
said: “I didn’t know anyone so went
to uni and met a group that were into
basketball and since then it’s evolved.
People invite friends and, if they get
on with everyone, they stick around.”
Their home ground, Peter Forsyth
auditorium, is a sought-after space, like
so many in Sydney’s inner suburbs. The
cost of renting public spaces continues
to rise, limiting the capacity to train and
play. The group would like to play for
longer but there are always bookings
before and after their time and court
costs are 50 dollars an hour.
Mr Doech said: “There is no such
thing as public courts anymore. Here
it is on an hourly rate. It’s not extreme

but still … you compare it to the USA
and there is a court on every corner,
whereas you look at Sydney and real
estate is such a premium.”
The City of Sydney Council is
responsible for managing the space.
Yet onsite there is no manager and
any maintenance requests are best
carried out by the individual. One has
to wonder where the 50 dollars an hour
goes?
M e m b e r o f G l e b o d ro m e, E r i c
Peterson, said: “You don’t have to go to
many gyms to see that this one doesn’t
rate too highly. Lighting’s terrible, the
ventilation is non-existent, the roof’s
too low, those construction things get
in the way of long passes … but it’s
something rather than nothing.”
The space is cramped. A childcare
centre is situated on top of the
auditorium and forms a walkway to
the Broadway shopping centre.
Mr Doech said: “Council are very
careful with what they do. They claim
to want to develop public spaces but,
on the model of here, it is one space
which everyone must make do with
– basketballers, netballers badminton
players ...”. It seems that the prime
consideration is currently based on
what is convenient for Council, rather
than what is adequate for the needs of
the community.

Glebodrome’s inadequacy should
prompt Council to search for more
adequate spaces for sport venues,
including basketball courts. Mr Doech
said: “It’s survival of the fittest. The
mainstream sports get their money,
but fringe sports, which unfortunately
basketball has become, have to fight
and scrap to get whatever they can.”
There are not many areas where
community groups cater for older
tournaments, they rather focus on
developing young fit bodies.
However, as Mr Doech says, they
love the game despite all problems or
injuries – “No longer spring chickens
but we’ll keep going until we stop. I’ve
got a fractured tibia, but we love it, so
keep playing.”
The group said if court hire increases
they will have to look elsewhere. Eric
Peterson said, “If it goes up much more
we’ll have to look elsewhere because
not everyone is made of money. A lot of
the guys don’t play in a team because
to do that is even another cost, and
the so-called insurance crisis, such as
the public liability insurance, makes it
hard to start up your own competition.”
Looking at the broader view, he
says, “I get the vague impression that
everywhere you go in Australia with
low amateur sport it is probably the
same. Annual fees are going up.”  S

Safe-injecting rooms in safe hands?
Peter Whitehead

K I N GS C ROSS : The front line in
Australia’s “war on drugs” is Kings
Cross where the advocates of harm
minimisation go head to head with
the zero tolerators. Now the change of
government gives hope to entrenched
opponents of the Medically
Supervised Injecting Centre.
In 1999 the Reverend Ray Richmond
opened a safe injecting room – the T
[for tolerance] Room – in the Wayside
Chapel. As current Wayside pastor,
Graham Long, puts it: “He got arrested
but that led the government to ‘trial’
the safe injecting room at Kings Cross.
Ten years later, there isn’t much doubt
that this initiative has played a large
part in cleaning up the Cross.”
The MSIC was opened in May 2001,

as a recommendation of the Wood
Royal Commission to combat street
crime and reduce police corruption.
Last September, prior to ending
the prolonged trial and declaring the
facility permanent, Premier Kristina
Keneally noted: “The MSIC has
successfully managed more than 3,400
overdose related events. It’s helped
more than 12,000 injecting drug users,
referred more than 8,500 drug users to
services, and 3,800 of those to drug
treatment.”
Such figures are queried by Gary
Christian of Drug Free Australia who
claims that $23 million of public money
could have been better spent on “3,000
rehab spots”.
Dr Alex Wodak, St Vincent’s
Hospital Alcohol and Drug Service,
counters that “MSIC saves more money
than it costs to run” because of its

preventative health measures.
The SSH spoke to former opposition
leader John Brogden. Early in his career,
he acknowledged that he supported the
Centre’s operation because, after a tour
of it, he met a woman his own age
who was helped by the Centre. He then
went on to say: “It clearly saves lives
but there are people in the Coalition
room who don’t support its operation.”
Rev. Harry Herbert of UnitingCare
who is responsible for all the
community welfare services run by the
Uniting Church in NSW, told the SSH
that, on the basis of what the Premier
said in a radio interview a few months
before the election, he’s confident the
future of the Centre is safe.
The NSW Government has now
indicated that it has no plans to move
the Medically Supervised Injecting
S
Centre from Kings Cross. 

been lost without the stimulus package.
Despite the need to return the budget to
surplus by 2012-13, the Government has
committed to greater support for education
and skills training, including a $1700 bonus for
up to 8868 apprentices in the Sydney electorate
and a national apprenticeship mentoring
program. Eligible families can also access up to
$4200 per year per child between 16 and 19,
to ensure that cost of living pressures don’t
cost teenagers the opportunities of a complete
school education.
This year ’s budget also delivers a historic $2.2
billion Mental Health Reform Package, the
largest Commonwealth commitment to mental
health services in Australia’s history and a much
needed renewed emphasis on effective early
intervention.
I am proud of a Federal budget which takes
responsibility for building a prosperous national
economy, bolsters educational training and
pathways to employment, and increases
support for those at risk of mental illness.
These are Labor values in action.
For more information you can contact my office
on 9379 0700.
Authorised by Tanya Plibersek MP, Labor Member for
Sydney
150 Broadway, Broadway NSW 2007
T 9379 0700 F 9379 0701 | Tanya.Plibersek.MP@aph.gov.au
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Jamie Parker MP enjoys the Glebe community Photo: Ali Blogg

Parker’s list
Rebecca Le May

Officially sworn-in on May 3, Jamie
Parker is the Member for Balmain and the
first non-major party member to occupy a
seat in the NSW Lower House. He has a
long list of things to do to try to save the
people of NSW from the neo-liberalism of
the major parties.
“There’s a whole range of issues
I’ll be taking to the Parliament. Issues
around development and cleaning up
the planning laws, cleaning up the
culture of NSW politics, addressing
public transport issues and highlighting
issues of concern around public health,
education and housing in my local
area,” Mr Parker said.
“Specifically, the first bill that I’ll be
introducing will be a bill on a broad
issue about accountability and open
government. The Evidence Amendment
(Protection of Journalists’ Sources) Bill,
will bring NSW law into line with federal
law so that journalists’ confidential

sources can be protected, without
journalists fearing being imprisoned.
It’s especially important around issues
of corruption and ensuring openness
and accountability in government. We
are hopeful the Coalition will support
it; there are good ethical, social justice
and harmonisation reasons between state
and federal policies to introduce it,” said
Parker.
While Parker believes there will be
some opportunities to work with the
government around openness and
accountability and public transport issues,
he is concerned that the Coalition will
seek to deepen the neo-liberal economic
rationalist agenda of the former Labor
Government on a raft of issues.
“Their agenda is anathema to ours
when it comes to public ownership and
when it comes to investing in the public
sector … The Coalition has already
started with its austerity program. They
are talking about budget cuts and budget
black holes as a lead-up to some of the
things they want to introduce.”
He also believes the Greens will be

up against it on environmental issues,
and that the break-up of the former
Department of Environment, Climate
Change and Water and reallocation of
the portfolios is a negative move.
“They’ve taken water out of the
environment portfolio and placed it in
primary industries. We believe it’s putting
key environmental issues in the back seat
instead of up front where they should be.”
On planning, the Coalition has
committed to withdrawing Part 3A of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act, which was responsible for some of
the ALP’s more scandalous episodes.
“Under Labor there was a disgraceful
corruption of the planning process which
led individual ministers, often contrary
to their own advice from the department
of planning, to make determinations.
Especially with the millions of dollars in
developer donations, this led to a very
corrupt process,” Parker said.
He is anxious, however, about the
Coalition’s lack of clarity on the future
replacement of 3A. “We are concerned
that there still isn’t that kind of openness
and accountability in the decisionmaking,” said Parker. “We believe there
should be an independent assessment
commission to ensure more openness.”
Mr Parker also believes that there are a
whole range of problems with the NSW
Affordable Housing State Environment
Planning Policy (SEPP), such as only
capping rents at 80 per cent of market
value for 10 years, inadequate incentives
for affordable housing providers, and the
sale of public land to fund developments.
“Affordable housing shouldn’t just
mean capping rents at 80 per cent of
market value for 10 years. It should
mean long-term, permanent, affordable
housing to provide for a mix of housing,
so we don’t have these elite rich enclaves
but have the diversity of the community
which makes them interesting and
strong,” he said.
Given the challenges, Parker is realistic
that it will take the continued support
of communities, campaigns, unions and
Labor to force the government’s hand on
many of these issues.
According to Parker, there are allies
within the Labor Party, progressive,
thinking people with whom alliances
S
are possible. 

Cyclists enjoying the Bourke St cycleway Photo: Ali Blogg

Peddling the Bourke Street bikeway
Peter Whitehead [OPINION]

Sunday May 15 was a grand day
to open a Separated Bi-Directional
Cycleway. Happy family groups and
friendly cyclists of all ages, shapes and
sizes swarmed around the Woop Festival
at Wimbo Park in warming sunshine.
Lord Mayor Clover Moore managed the
500-metre ride from her home without
harm but kept her helmet on to open
“this Bourke Street Cycleway that’s
caused such controversy, it’s about the
future, about government being elected
to do something about the future”.

The future of Ozymandias, perhaps.
“Look on my works, ye Mighty, and
despair.”
Keen SSH readers may recall my
trenchant criticism of the Bourke Street
SB-DC since it was mooted. I concur with
American cycling infrastructure activist,
John Forester, that integrating motorists
and educated cyclists reduces accidents
more than creating separate bicycle lanes.
I agree with Woolloomooloo cycling
journalist, Michael Gormly, that this
SB-DC is dangerously scaled down and
inappropriately placed. I empathise with
Friends of Bourke Street, driving laps of

Surry Hills looking for a carspace.
Understandably, cycling lobbyists are
overjoyed at the whiff of recognition, this
scrap of infrastructure. But at what cost
this seven kilometres of inconvenience?
The unnecessary sets of lights at the
Burton and Liverpool crossings have set
rate-payers back half a million bucks
alone. How long before a pixilated
pedestrian is struck by a motorist,
green lighted through the blind corner
of Bourke Street and Campbell Parade?
This SB-DC cannot guarantee safety.
Accidents happen. Clover herself
fractured an ankle dismounting from a
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St Mary’s gives
succour to refugees
Melanie Fiedler

ERSKINEVILLE: The St Mary’s Church
in Erskineville offers a strong
voice in support of refugee rights.
Father Claude Mostowik, Director
of Missionaries of the Sacred Heart
Justice and Peace Centre, likes to think
back to pre-1992, when Australia
did not lock people in detention. “I
oppose detention centres. They are
a waste of money. While their status
is processed, asylum seekers should
have the freedom to move around,
go shopping, learn English and find
work. The number of people coming
to this country is miniscule and we are
such drama queens,” he said.
Father Barry Brundell says, “To
welcome refugees is an accepted
stance in our community.” He finds
attitudes of rejection “unacceptable
and un-Australian”, stating that people
who oppose asylum seekers lack
understanding and empathy. “It is
important to counteract such negativity.
The root cause lies obviously back in the
countries that people escape from and
the international community must face
the challenge of curing these problems.
Instead of giving leadership, our political
parties are battling about who has the
toughest policy,” he said.
Prime Minister Julia Gillard is
trying to prove her toughness with the
new Malaysia deal. According to the
agreement, Australia plans to send 800
asylum seekers to Malaysia. In return it
will accept 4,000 people from Malaysia
who have already been assessed as
refugees.
The ginger group Labor for Refugees
condemns this deal. In a letter to Julia
Gillard it reminds her that it is a “plain
and unashamed breach of the ALP
policy platform”. The platform states that
asylum seekers arriving in Australia have

photo opportunity during last year’s Ride
to Work Day celebrations. The trappings
of safety may promote confidence but it
is competence that makes for safer riding.
If you do ride the SB-DC, note how
little traffic Bourke Street carries. Not
only in Woolloomooloo where buses
cannot go until further road works
make it passable, but all the way to the
southern end the only congregation of
cars is at the long red light at Cleveland
Street, where I am puzzled by the red
bike light – surely if pedestrians may
walk I could ride a parallel line across?
What is the penalty for running a red

the right to be assessed on Australian
territory. The agreement also breaches
Australia’s obligations under the 1951
Refugee Convention.
As if all this wasn’t bad enough, Julia
Gillard chooses Malaysia, a country that
is not party to the convention. Malaysia
has no administrative or legislative
framework for dealing with refugees,
who are therefore not differentiated from
undocumented migrants. Refugees in
Malaysia have no access to education
or affordable healthcare, often suffering
from malnutrition and preventable
diseases. They share small living spaces
of up to 20 people and are vulnerable
to exploitation, arrest, prosecution,
scourging and deportation.
The 32 asylum seekers that arrived
by boat on Saturday May 14 will not
be processed on Christmas Island. They
will remain there until a third country
takes them or, as Julia Gillard says, “they
can be removed”.
Natalie Gould, refugee rights
activist and ALP member, finds the
agreement “shameful, wrong and nonhumanitarian”. She says: “Julia Gillard
has never been compassionate towards
refugees but to treat the Labor Party
platform as if it doesn’t exist makes
me furious. We are a rich society with
the capacity and responsibility to treat
asylum seekers fairly. Asylum seekers
are not coming here to hurt anyone, they
are desperate. They are not illegal but
have the right to be here until their case
is processed.”
An ABC poll from May 17 indicates
that a 66 per cent majority of people
believes the Malaysia agreement will
not improve the asylum seeker process.
It seems the toughness that
builds upon injustice does not bring
confidence. That also counts for Serco,
the foreign company that runs most
detention centres across Australia under
a $756 million government contract. S

cycle light and who enforces it?
Also take note of how many hundred
metal poles and substantial tree trunks
are within half a metre of the path or
leaning into it. Imagine falling from your
bike and striking one of the angular
custom-built bus shelters that lie empty.
The sad fact is that Clover promised
her electors a Cycleway and the RTA
vetoed any, except in Bourke Street.
Hence, a beautiful bicycle boulevard
has become an awkward gauntlet for
transport and a desperate public relations
exercise for a politician floundering to
S
hold office. 
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Identity more than skin deep
Nina Young

Judgement is looming in the racial
discrimination case brought against
Andrew Bolt with a verdict expected
within days.
Mr Bolt is being sued by nine
Indigenous Australians, after identifying
them in a series of articles he wrote in
2009 about “fair skinned Aboriginals”
including one entitled “White is the
new black” in which he questioned the
motives behind lighter skinned people
identifying as Aboriginal.
The articles caused outrage in many
of Australia’s Indigenous communities.
Philip Mclaren was one of the many who
felt offended by Mr Bolt’s claims.
Philip is a Kamilaroi man, born in
Redfern. Both his parents are Kamilaroi
from Coonabarabran in the foothills of
the Warrumbungle Mountains. He has
worked as a producer, director, set
designer, illustrator, animator, architect,

sculptor, copywriter, creative director,
and is an author of several novels.
He shared his views on Andrew Bolt’s
articles saying: “To begin with, ‘White
is the new black’, I believe there is a
problem with semantics here, they
need to substitute the word black for
Indigenous. Indigenous people are
multi-coloured, just like European
people.”
He continued by saying: “A lot
of Indigenous people don’t want to
be called black, because they aren’t
black. I’m not white but I’m certainly
not black, I acknowledge my Scottish
heritage as well as my Indigenous
heritage. Skin colour is very superficial
to bring in for use in an argument. You
identify with the people, you don’t
identify with the colour of their skin.”
The case has sparked a nationwide
debate over freedom of speech and
where the line should be drawn.
Philip believes that line begins with
getting your facts straight: “You need to

do your homework. I’m a writer and I
do my research. The whole thing was so
vitriolic and unbalanced, there was no
way that those involved could have had
an equal platform to reply. Freedom of
speech is fine as long as the other person
has the equal right of reply.”
The plaintiffs involved in the case
took offence at Mr Bolt outlining their
individual genetic heritages when
discussing their identities, a practise
that Philip Mclaren also disagrees with:
“Choosing your identity is difficult for
anybody, no matter who you are. It’s
a very complex thing, but I never ever
think that people should identify who
they are by the colour of their skin or
their genetic background.”
The plaintiffs in the case are asking
for an apology, legal costs, and a gag on
republishing the articles and blogs or
anything else with substantially similar
content, as well as “other relief as the
court deems fit”. They are not seeking
S
damages. 

Athletes eat up
all their veggies
By Angelique Watkins
Some may say that a plantbased diet and athletics don’t
go together, but they would
be wrong. There are many
world-class athletes from
marathon runners to body
builders who are living proof
that a plant-based diet is not
only possible, but optimal for
peak performance.
Studies dating back over
100 years have compared the
stamina of vegetarian athletes
with meat-eating athletes, and
these studies have shown that
the vegetarians come out on
top every time. Not only do
they do better than their
meat-eating counterparts,
but they do two to three times
better. Studies show that
their endurance and stamina
is longer and recovery time
is shorter. One early study
shows that even sedentary
vegetarians score higher on
endurance than meat-eating
athletes. These studies are, of
course, not promoted widely,
due in part to the fact that the

western world has a vested
economic interest in farming
animals.
A well-rounded vegan or
vegetarian eating plan will
assist any athlete to reach
optimal performance level. A
good vegan diet, for example,
tends to contain much lower
levels of cholesterol, saturated
fats and animal proteins. It
naturally has higher levels
of good macronutrients,
carbohydrates, fibre,
potassium, magnesium,
folate and antioxidants. As
for proteins, unlike animal
proteins, vegetable proteins
don’t contain fat but rather
contain many vitamins,
minerals and amino acids.
Plant-based protein can be
found in many vegetables,
grains and nuts, to name just
a few: legumes, garbanzo
beans, and split peas; grains
like wild rice, rye, and barley;
other vegetables are beets,
spinach, and onions; and, of
course, nuts of all sorts (nuts
contain a good fat that keeps
your heart healthy).

Column sponsored by

BADDE MANORS CAFE
Vegetarian (and vegan), multicultural and eclectic
Open 7am to midnight • Open late on weekends
1/37 Glebe Point Road, Glebe NSW 2037
Tel 9660 3797 • baddemanorscafe.com

Glen and his dog Buddy play together Photo: Ali Blogg

Paws and recovery
Sandra Beeston 

Whenever Glen is about to have an
epileptic fit, his dog Buddy licks his face
and sits on the back of his legs to help
him lie down without hurting himself.
Buddy, a big black Bull Arab cross
Kelpie, is not only Glen’s best friend,
but a crucial help during his fits. After
years of being homeless, Glen now lives
in a men’s hostel in the hope that his
application for housing will soon go
through.

Buddy, who was not allowed to stay
with Glen at the hostel, has, however,
found a temporary home at Jacki’s,
where Glen can visit regularly. Jacki is the
founder of Paws & Recover, a not-for-profit
organisation bringing temporary relief to
dog owners at a difficult moment in their
lives and caring for their dogs for free
until they are back on their feet. Without
Jacki’s help, Glen would probably still be
homeless, as he would not have gone to
the hostel without the certainty he would
one day get Buddy back.

As a child, Jacki was never allowed
to have a dog, but these days she more
than makes up for it, living with one
cat and two dogs, as well as Buddy
at the moment. “We just know what
makes them happy”, she says, as she
watches, amused, the dogs running
around excitedly in her lounge, “basically
exercise, discipline and love”. Jacki
used to foster homeless dogs for an
organisation, but soon noticed there
were a lot of owners who didn’t want to
give up their dogs, but had to because

they couldn’t afford to board them. She
says it happens a lot with elderly people
having to be hospitalised for an operation,
patients undertaking chemotherapy,
homeless people or women who are
victims of domestic violence and flee
their home with their kids, but can’t
take their dog along as women’s refuges
won’t accept it.
That is why she decided to take her
passion for dogs one step further and
create Paws & Recover in January 2011. So
far the initiative has been welcomed by
the community, including Saint Vincent’s
Hospital who sent her a letter to tell her
they were often confronted with patients
who can’t afford boarding for their pet
and have no friends or relatives to take
care of them. They then have to resort
to bringing the dog to the pound, as the
RSPCA can’t really help in this type of
situation, which is heart-breaking for the
patients. Jacki explains that some elderly
people would give up on the operation to
avoid abandoning their pet.
Such a service can’t operate without
a solid network of volunteers, and 14

good souls have already expressed their
interest, including neighbours, dog-lover
friends, as well as a few professional
dog walkers willing to give their time.
Jacki says there are many ways you
can help: you can, of course, take care
of dogs in your home, but you can also
visit people and walk their dog for them.
She is hoping the organisation will be
eligible for grants, but in the meantime is
trying to raise funds by selling vouchers
for an hour at the student clinic of the
NSW School of Massage ($30/hour). A
generous part of the amount goes back
to the organisation. But she insists on the
importance of having a good volunteer
base, if possible over several suburbs, to
cater for as many people as possible, as
she suspects there will be a significant
demand for their services once the word
S
is out. 
You can express your interest in becoming
a volunteer or obtaining the services of
Paws & Recover by visiting the website
www.pawsandrecover.org or sending an
email to pawsandrecover@gmail.com
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You may have seen in the news recently the O'Farrell
Government's outrageous announcement that it will

Waterloo skyline Photo: Ali Blogg

Groundswell of support for housing tenants
Sandra Beeston 

The public submission last January
by the Redfern-Waterloo Authority of
the BEP2 draft plan to redevelop the
housing sites in the area has drawn
criticism from local groups. Criticism is
due partly to the time for consultation
being considered too short (four
weeks) for the community to fully
understand what a project of this
scale implies.
“This was an unfair position to place
local social/public housing residents
in. The BEP2 is complex, as is the policy
reasoning behind its formation, and there
is no way you can expect a community to
comprehend its significance, complexities
and likely impact on the future of this
community in that time frame”, said
Michael Shreenan, Executive Officer
of the Factory Community Centre.
“Unless a community renewal plan is
understood, owned and supported by the
local community from beginning to end,
it is likely to lead to disastrous results.”
Following the high level of frustration
this short consultation process provoked,
several local community workers and
activists have decided to create the
Groundswell Coalition, an association of
several local community groups and nongovernment agencies, such as REDWatch
and the Factory Community Centre, as
well as individual residents who feel
their concerns on safety, housing, health
and transport are too often being ignored
by the relevant services. Their aim is “to
ensure the community has the necessary
tools and resources to make informed
input to local decision-making and do
so from a point of view which is as
independent as possible.”

“In the current political climate
and with local residents’ frustrations
reaching a new high, Groundswell
Coalition couldn’t have arrived at a
better time! We believe it provides a real
opportunity for tenants to gain a voice
and affect change,” said Laura Kelly, a
Community Development Worker, at the
group meeting a couple of weeks ago.
Irene Doutney, Greens Councillor
for City of Sydney, says: “Currently,
although Housing NSW have been doing
a lot of ‘consultation’, their sessions are
information sessions only and residents
do not realise the full implications of
what such redevelopment will mean
for their security and their communities.
I believe Groundswell will try and fill
this gap in residents’ knowledge of what
redevelopment means for them including
how it will affect their current lifestyles.”
Even though Groundswell is aimed
at non-government organisations,
the Redfern-Waterloo Authority has
expressed an interest in working with
the group in a positive manner. Natalie
Tikken from the RWA says that they
“welcome all community involvement
in the planning for the future of the
Redfern-Waterloo area”. She also says
about the BEP 2 draft that “there will be
further rounds of consultation and RWA
and SMDA (A/N: Sydney Metropolitan
Development Authority) are looking
forward to working with Groundswell
in the future to ensure successful and
effective outcomes”.
“Groundswell wants to be part of the
solution and not part of the problem,”
says Michael Shreenan. “Our concerns
are about ensuring the community is
heard on whatever issue they want to
raise, either now or in the future, and
that the members of the community have

Margaret Walter sings in celebration Photo: Ali Blogg

Inner-city Labor honours its own
SSH

DA R L I N GTO N : On the corner of
Abercrombie and Shepherd streets
is Charles Kernan Park. The former
South Sydney City Council dedicated
the park to the memory of Charles
Kernan in the late 1970s following
his death in November 1976. Charles
lived in Darlington, first in Raglan
Street, then Alma Street, and finally
in Rose Street.

He enlisted in the Australian Army
on January 4, 1940, serving as a private
in the 102 Australian General Hospital.
Following his discharge on March 29,
1945, he worked at Callan Park in
Rozelle, and also at Metter’s Foundry
in Erskineville/Alexandria.
Following a boundary change in 1969,
he was transferred from Sydney City to
South Sydney Council. Later, he re-joined
the Sydney City Council working in the
Cleansing Department, and continued

the skills and access to resources to do so
in an effective manner. We want to see
the development of collectively agreed
standards in community involvement
and engagement and ensure government
sign up to these standards and prove that
they are meeting [them] and not just
ticking the box.”
Geoff Turnbull from REDWatch
says that “the major challenge facing
Groundswell is finding ways to get 4,200
public tenants talking about the proposed
changes, asking questions, getting
information and understanding what
is proposed”. One way the group has
found helped to encourage discussion
was to organise “Film Nights” and
show documentaries such as Waterloo
(1981) by Tom Zubrycki, an historical
account of the 1970s battle by residents
to save the area from slum clearance
and redevelopment by public housing
authorities, as well as Saving Erko
Estate, a film about the successful 2002
campaign to save Erskineville Housing
Estate from a similar re-development
to that now planned for Redfern and
Waterloo. The group then gave a list of
questions to the audience about how the
stories told in the films can be compared
to their current situation.
Geoff Turnbull says: “The videos are
seen as being useful tools in getting
people to start talking about the issues
and to realise that they can make a
difference. One person said after seeing
Saving Erko Estate that they did not
realise anyone had ‘won against Housing
NSW’. Again, it is about how people can
S
change a Government’s mind.” 
For more information, please contact
Geoff Turnbull: www.redwatch.org.au or
Michael Shreenan: www.the-factory.org.au

to work for SCC until his retirement. He
was the Secretary of the West Sydney
Labour Party Branch for many years,
always involved in helping people
around Darlington. Commonly known
as “Big Charlie” to his friends, Charles
was well regarded in the community.
His wife, Annie Kernan, also worked
in and around Darlington including at
P.J. Firths, a cardboard boxes maker,
located on the corner of Abercrombie
and Codrington streets just down the
road from Charles Kernan Reserve.
Last month, the Darlington branch
of the ALP invited the local community
to a Saturday afternoon barbecue to
honour Charles and Labor members
past. Present were Carmel Tebbutt MP,
who won her seat against the odds in
the recent state elections, and federal
Member for Sydney, Tanya Plibersek.
The group heard from Darlington
resident Margaret Walter, the wellknown and respected folk singer, who
led everyone in singing songs about
the old Eveleigh railway yards and the
importance of the union movement to
the working people of Sydney. It was a
great opportunity for people to talk to
their Federal and State members.
Local members of the Australian
Metal Workers Union provided the
S
barbecue. 

retrospectively cut the Solar Bonus Scheme's 60 cents
feed in tariff to 40 cents from July 1.
Labor strongly opposes this legislation.
Before the election, the Liberal & National Parties
posed as the great friends of solar energy. In fact,
they said that the Solar Bonus Scheme was not
generous enough. They went through the election
campaign promising to support renewable energy;
the recently replaced Liberal spokesperson for the
environment promised in parliament to keep the
scheme's tariff for existing customers at 60c for
each kilowatt-hour generated.
Tens of thousands of people, doing their bit for a
clean energy future, entered into a contract that
provided a 60 cent tariff until 2016. Many people
borrowed money to invest in solar energy – an
economic and environmental decision.
Now the O'Farrell Government has announced
that it will unilaterally trash commercial contracts.
If you broke a contract you'd find yourself in court.
Labor believes that retrospective legislation like this
is immoral.
I can assure you that Labor will stand up for
renewable energy, for the people of this state
who have invested in it, and for the inviolability
of contracts freely entered into.
Yours sincerely,
Kristina Keneally
Member for Heffron

Kristina Keneally MP
Member for Heffron
Phone: 9699 8166
Email: heffron@alp.com.au
Mail: Shop 117/747 Botany Road, Rosebery NSW 2018
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tripod cafe
262 Abercrombie St, Darlington
Ph: 9698 8677 Open 7 days
Mon-Fri 7am-5pm Sat-Sun 8am-4pm

Pepsee
CUT & COLOUR H A IRSA LON

Swedish massage and Shiatsu available
276 Abercrombie Street Darlington 2008
Mobile: 0403 110 832

Millie Ingram at right with staff (L to R) Sue Griffiths, Maria Slemnik and Debra Mundine Photo: Andrew Collis

Funding quality care for Elders
Melanie Fiedler

Wyanga: “Mother – the core of
Aboriginal people’s spirit.”

Sydney and Melbourne

1300 769 389

www.goget.com.au

24/7 access to cars parked nearby

Assure
Psychology
Urban Nature wellbeing centre
216 enmore rd (cnr edgeware Rd)
enmore nsw 2042

Caring, confidential psychological services
to help you deal with life’s difficulties
Bulk billing available on referral from GP
Contact Elizabeth Munro on 0408 612 808
or at elizabethjmunro@bigpond.com

Sydney Central
Panel Beaters
Lic. No.: 18843

154-156 Regent St, Redfern
Ph: 9319 6044
Fax: 9319 2223
sydneycentralpanelbeat@smartchat.net.au
Insurance - Private - Fleet work
Fleet Card Accepted

REDFERN: Wyanga is one of the first
Aboriginal community-controlled
aged-care providers for Aboriginal
Elders in the Sydney Metropolitan
area. Its mission statement is:
“Wyanga Aboriginal Aged Care
Program Inc. will strive for excellence
and best practice in the provision of
culturally appropriate services and
quality care for our Elders in their
own home and in the community.”
Since its establishment in 1996,
Wyanga has offered a range of services
such as domestic housework, transport
and advocacy assistance as well as
activities, outings and excursions. Art
and crafts activities are planned for each
Tuesday, which the Elders really enjoy.
Most importantly, Wyanga provides
each client with an assigned Aboriginal
carer, who is chosen by the client and
who might be a family member.
Millie Ingram, the CEO of Wyanga,
says the services are designed to
accommodate the individual needs of

each client. “I would like Aboriginal
people to know that we are here,” she
says. “We are taking names for the
waiting list and we will do home visits
until we can get the necessary CACP
(Community Aged Care Package) for
each applicant. If people are interested
please come drop by at 35 Cope Street
near Redfern Station, or ring us on (02)
9319 7175.”
Looking back, Millie finds that it has
been a good but slow journey. “We
currently provide 50 CACPs to Elders
and we could do with 50 more,” she
says. Getting additional packages is
difficult since Wyanga competes with
other NGOs to get their application
approved by the government. “We
do not have the resources to hire
professional submission writers, which
is a disadvantage,” Ms Ingram adds.
She believes that closing the gap is not
possible as long as this tendering process
exists. “We need select allocation as an
alternative. If our Elders can’t come to
us, they won’t go anywhere,” she says.
“The government has known this for
the past 40 or 50 years.”
She mentions that Wyanga is hoping
to work on the issue of residential care
facilities. “Existing residential aged-

care facilities cannot always meet the
needs of Aboriginal Elders,” she says.
“Families are not willing to send their
Elders to places where they are isolated
from their community.” This is reflected
in the fact that most Elders pass away
at home or in hospital. Ms Ingram
says that Wyanga is seeking to enter
a partnership with other organisations
such as Anglicare, UnitingCare, Mission
Australia and Catholic Care to look at
cluster grouping for Aboriginal Elders
in their aged-care facilities.
Wyanga is also looking at smaller
residential group home type services. Ms
Ingram adds: “The government should
accommodate innovative projects which
allow Elders to remain in their own area
with their family support. Aboriginal
employment should be integrated into
these group homes.”
Wyanga is hoping to increase its
services by 10 clients each year. Millie
Ingram also plans to meet the needs of
an increasing number of people with
dementia. “We would like to work
with people affected by dementia and
advocate on their behalf.”
To accommodate people in their
care, Wyanga needs the funding gap to
S
be closed. 

Take your passion and make it happen
SSH

ALEXANDRIA: During this year’s National
Volunteer week, the Factory Community
Centre and partners through its Housing
Communities Program, held its Annual
Volunteer Awards for Redfern, Waterloo
and surrounding communities.
Over 150 volunteers were nominated
and presented at the special event
held at Alexandria Town Hall, with
entertainment, good food and great
company.
The diversity of people in the room
was an amazing sight and testimony
to the sheer volume and contribution
people make to community life. This
year’s local theme was “Take your
passion and make it happen” and
listening to the stories of what had been
achieved in the community for the last
year, people were left in no doubt about
the passion, commitment and tenacity
that exist within the local community.
The awards were presented by Roy
Wakelin-King the CEO of Redfern
Waterloo Authority, local resident and
Councillor Irene Doutney, City of Sydney
Public Liaison Officer Dominic Grenot
and Executive Officer of the Factory
Community Centre Michael Shreenan.
“Without the hard work of these
individual volunteers and their
collective energy, the community would
be up shit creek without a paddle”,

Food Distribution Network volunteers: Michelle Gabrijan (fruit and veg packing), Marie Jones (fruit and veg
packing), Iona Mackenzie (Management Committee), Taku Umezawa (fruit and veg packing) Photo: Andrew Collis

said Mike Shreenan during his speech
as he highlighted the remarkable
achievements of the various groups
and individual volunteers that were
recognised on the day.
“The electric atmosphere of the event
was almost palpable”, said Charmaine
Jones, a local community work, yet
the volunteers’ humility in receiving
the awards was a humbling experience
to watch.

Awards ranged from local community
gardeners, event organisers, local
community cooks, local children
to senior volunteers in there 80s,
Aboriginal groups, youth groups,
dance groups, to political activists and
S
advocates. 
For those interested in volunteering
opportunities they should contact their
local community centre for more details.
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Bob Gould in situ (2007) Photo: Ali Blogg

Resident groups
call halt to Plan
Nicholas McCallum

Sydney’s various community
groups and resident associations
have banded together, calling for an
immediate halt to the implementation
of the City Plan. An open letter was
issued on May 18 to Premier Barry
O’Farrell, his ministers, and the Lord
Mayor of Sydney, Clover Moore,
calling for the plan to be “put on
hold, pending further consultation
between the community, Council
and the new State Government.”
The City Plan would see a reduction
of more than 60 Development
Control Plans across to the City of
Sydney to just one comprehensive
DCP for the entire city, including
South Sydney and Leichhardt. The
community groups hope that with
the change in government will
come a more measured approach
to development across the city.
Some of the community groups
have dismissed this “one-size-fits-all”
approach as a developers’ dream,
but a nightmare for the individual
suburbs affected by the new DCP.
Spokesperson for REDWatch Geoff
Turnbull believes that the City Plan will
kowtow to developers’ wishes, with
bit-by-bit changes leading to the “little
island effect”, with patches of highrises among existing terrace houses, as
developers try to get more out of their
investment through increased densities.
“This is done without the input of
local communities or consideration
for what already exists”, he stated,
adding that “pulling stuff away from
local communities and doing it in a
piecemeal fashion [creates] problems.”

Although the City Plan states that
the character of residential areas will
be “largely retained”, community
groups see the plan as an affront
to the City of Villages concept that
has long been touted by Council.
“I’ve lost faith in the City of Villages
concept”, said Brett Mason, President
of Friends of Erskineville. “It’s become
not much more than a slogan that they
can pull out when it suits them.”
Mason sees the City Plan as
further proof that Clover Moore’s
shift of focus is more directed to
the CBD while losing sight of the
suburbs within the periphery.
“[Clover Moore] has based her
political career on supporting
communities and their growth
and needs, but now there
seems to be a growing shift
toward the CBD,” he said.
Already fighting plans to increase
the density of the Ashmore Estate
mandated by the previous state
government, the Erskineville resident
said that although there was a need
to have a plan for Sydney, it needed
to go beyond issues of development.
“We understand that there is a need
to increase the density allowances
across the city, but it needs to be a
measured approach”, Mason said.
“For all the former industrial sites
from Erskineville to Green Square
and Alexandria to be redeveloped
there has not been a concept plan
that details transport and how it
will deal with the increases.”
“If we’re going to talk about a
plan then let’s plan everything, not
just about how big someone’s house
or apartment can be,” he said.
In a statement made on May 18,

Vale Bob Gould – 74 passionate years
Dorothy McRae-McMahon

Four years ago, I wrote a piece
about Bob Gould and his life,
after visiting him in his Newtown
bookshop. This is how it began:
“There we were, me sitting on an
upturned milk crate with a book on
top of it, alongside Bob Gould on
his mangled old swivel chair behind
the counter of his book shop. The
more than a million books around
us reminded me that Bob is, of all
things, a man committed to words
and the researching of ideas. We
looked at each other affectionately
– sometimes old sparring partners,
over about 50 years of activism, as we
shared in the struggle for justice and
human rights in our own ways. As
we talked, we laughed together as we
remembered our times of passionate
agreement and disagreement.”

Andrew Woodhouse, President of the
Potts Point and Kings Cross Heritage
Conservation Society, expressed the
umbrage of members in his community
about the lack of communication
from Council regarding the plan’s
zoning changes to residential areas.
“Not one person we know of knows
their property is being rezoned. Not
one person has been invited to a
Council-organised community meeting
in our area. Not one person has been
told that, despite being told there
is no time-line for its introduction,
Council staff are now using the new
Draft LEP rules to determine DAs”,
Woodhouse said in the statement.
“These major reforms are creating
uncertainty and confusion for those
making submissions to DAs.”
President of the Glebe Society,
Liz Simpson-Booker, said that the
former state government had put
the Sydney Council in a position

Now Bob Gould has left
us, after suffering injuries
after a fall in his shop.
Many people will mourn his going
and it would be hard to capture his life
with all its adventures and nuances.
At the end of my interview with him,
I asked him if he had one message for
people today what would it be? He
said that it would be to read and study
– to “dig deeper” into life and thought,
so that the future can be different.
Bob lived that life himself – digging
ever deeper into the issues which
confront us and then trying to help
create a different future. If you were
speaking at an event and you saw Bob
Gould approach the microphone when
people were invited to bring questions,
you knew that you would receive a
lecture from Bob before he arrived
at the question! He loved exploring
things and invited that in others.
He was also an engaging mixture

in which it had to accept the plan.
However, the O’Farrell Government
must now reconsider the process.
“It was the last state government’s
insistence on the one-size-fits-all that
won’t work with a nineteenth-century
suburb”, she said in reference to Glebe.
Simpson-Booker is concerned that
the City Plan will remove specific
concerns for Glebe and has called
for a rethink of the floor-to-space
ratios and building heights that
will change with the rezoning.
“The plan needs to take
account of individual villages and
streetscapes”, Simpson-Booker said.
Spokesman for the Rosebery
Residents Action Group, Graeme Grace,
reaffirmed this sentiment in relation
to his community on the city’s south.
“The main objection for Rosebery is
that it’s a ‘special character’ area [and]
different from the rest of the city”, he
said, fearful that the plan will allow

of courageous critic and friendliness.
He would take you on in relation
to some position you were holding
in no uncertain terms. Then you
would meet him personally five
minutes later and he was relaxed
and friendly. He regarded the world
as his responsibility and invited
others to do the same. Nothing didn’t
matter. The human community
was an evolving reality in which
we all play a part. Bob Gould
certainly did that with a passion.
He was an icon of radical
political life, never giving up and
contributing to the world in so
many ways. Bob was a faithful
member of the Labor Party for many
years and had strong connections
with the Union Movement. He
really cared about what happened
to others and to society itself.
Vale Bob Gould. We will miss you
S
and remember you. 

the residential bungalows in Sydney’s
south to be bulldozed to make way for
high-density apartment complexes.
“We asked that we be removed from
the plan but the former government
refused”, Grace said, adding that
with the change in state government
there should also be a change in the
council’s plans, suggesting that Cr
Moore should “move with the times”.
“I would like to think that Clover
would want to listen to this bunch of
community groups that range from
the south of the city right through
to Potts Point and Pyrmont.”
Grace echoed the concerns of
others that the City Plan bodes
well for developers, and that
it is too homogenous to suit
Sydney’s diverse suburbs.
“We’ll just end up with one big
village of apartment complexes, of
two bedroom flats, all with Merriton
S
or Mirvac on the front.” 
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faith

The Word of God
Dorothy McRae-McMahon

Most great religions regard their
sacred writings as the Word of God
and, in one sense, that may be true.
Over the centuries, if they had some
inner sense of this Divine Being,
human beings have listened and
searched, hoping to know better what
this God might desire from them and
for them. They looked around and
tried to perceive the nature of the
Divine, to interpret the way their lives
went in relation to that God and to
pass on to the next generations what
they believed to be true. All this was
intermingled with both suffering and
celebration, humility and power.
cartoon: norrie mAy-welby

editorial

Support for public sector workers
ssh

Unions NSW is alarmed at Barry
O’Farrell’s attack on public sector
workers. The proposed law doesn’t
just limit wage increases for public
sector workers, it actually takes powers
away from the independent NSW
Industrial Relations Commission, so
that Government MPs themselves

will in future decide whether public
sector workers get a pay increase.
Our communities rely on strong
public services. This legislation will
undermine the services that our public
sector workers deliver. With the stroke
of a pen, the Premier can determine
the wages and conditions of public
sector workers. O’Farrell was elected
saying that he would restore trust in

our system of Government. There is
no mandate for this WorkChoices-style
legislation. The SSH supports the action
of the Unions, the Greens and the ALP,
and urges readers to contact right-wing
cross-benchers, or any of the Coalition
S
members of the upper house. 
There is an online petition:
www.betterstate.org.au/stop_ofarrells_law

comment

Fellow Australians for a fair go
Michael Dudley

We are here today because we are
ashamed and affronted by our country’s
contemptible treatment of men,
women and children seeking asylum
in Australia, a country that since 1788
has given a new home and new life
to countless thousands of immigrants.
In calling for the human and just
treatment of asylum seekers, our message
is not only for the Federal Government, but
for all major political parties. They have
adopted a policy that abuses, disrespects,
discriminates against and dehumanises
asylum seekers. Then when asylum
seekers react, they accuse them of being
“bad people”.
We have been told that we shouldn’t
march on Anzac Day, the implication being
that’s it’s un-Australian. We say that it is
with ultimate respect to the spirit of Anzac
that we are here today. Australian soldiers
have often fought against tyrannies. Most
recently Afghanistan, where they are being
killed, is also by far the largest source
country for asylum seekers. Australians
also generally stand up to unjust exercise
of authority. We say that it’s un-Australian
to lock people up like this.
We are ashamed and affronted that
our hard-won international reputation
as a decent and tolerant democracy has
been severely damaged. We call today for
Australia to abide by its international treaty
obligations with respect to asylum seekers.
We particularly call today for an end to
unnecessary detention. Australia is one of
extremely few countries that automatically
detains asylum seekers, rather than
releasing them into the community while
their applications are processed. This
inhumanely denies liberty to people who
have committed no crime. Since these
centres are mostly in remote places, they
avoid surveillance and also diminish
services vital to life and justice, such as
lawyers, mental health and interpreters.
We call for the treatment of asylum seekers
to be open to public scrutiny.
Furthermore, we know, and the Federal

Government and the Opposition know,
that indefinite detention causes mental
illness and self-harm among adults and
children. Independent research and the
former Howard and Rudd Governments’
own forgotten research conclusively show
this. The longer the period of detention,
the greater is the frequency and severity
of mental illness. This policy specifically
disregards children’s interests, protection,
mental health and rights. This is systemic
child abuse. The policy also has now
materially contributed to five suicides
since late last year – never so many before,
which is an outrage that should generate
its own inquiry.
Our own association, Suicide Prevention
Australia, calls for this inquiry into these
suicides and the management of suicidal
and self-harming behaviour. The policy
also uses the lives of vulnerable people
who are overwhelmingly found to
refugees, as a means to a political end. The
explicit stated purpose is to deter asylum
claims, thus appearing tough on this issue.
It is a cruel and unusual punishment,
and violates the prohibition on arbitrary
detention, to indefinitely incarcerate
people while they wait in good faith for
an answer, and then turn them away. We
know these centres are run for profit. And
the Government has also been ignoring its
own high level professional advice about
implementing programs to identify and
provide psychological support for those
at greatest risk.
We need an end to intimidation of
asylum seekers who wish to speak out
about their experience.
We need an end to the massive waste
of public funds which arguably could
be spent on crucial health, education
and social services. The Government is
not spending money on the Australian
community, when they could be providing
more hospital beds, meeting literacy
standards, funding scientific research. This
is the burden to the Australian taxpayer.
Instead they are locking people up, people
who are not terrorists or criminals. We
would not be seeing what we are seeing
here today if the Government had not

locked up people so long before giving
them a decision.
We need an end to the granting of shortterm protection visas. If an applicant for
refugee status is successful, they should
be granted full status. In most years we do
not fill our modest humanitarian migrant
quota. We want Australia to desist from
deporting people to known danger; and
to stop warehousing asylum-seekers in
Indonesian maximum security-like prison
settings in grossly unsanitary conditions
without grounds for appeal.
Indeed, we should be asking why we
have a refugee quota. Very few other
countries have quotas, and fixing quotas
sets aside our duties under the Convention.
The quota, because it is the sum of the
intake from the humanitarian and asylumseeker programs, confuses our obligations
to asylum seekers with our elective
resettlement of selected refugees. This
pits the two groups against each other.
We need a comprehensive review of the
transparency, impartiality and accuracy
of the refugee determination process,
and the awareness and training of key
staff regarding psychological issues facing
asylum-seekers.
We call for an end to the Government
and Opposition’s exploitation of Australian
general ignorance about asylum-seekers’
needs and circumstances, rather than
addressing this through awarenessraising, education and promoting public
deliberation on the relevant issues, as
occurs in campaigns on closely related
areas (for example those for people with
mental illness).
Refugees are good news. They have
contributed enormously to Australian
culture and life. Why don’t we hear this?
We c a l l f o r a m u l t i - p a r t i s a n
approach to address the global refugee
crisis. We call for Australia to show
regional and international leadership
in developing a worldwide and longterm solution to this problem and the
desperate means people will use to flee
violence, oppression and persecution.
What we need is a comprehensive change
in direction. In the strongest terms, we

Some writers and believers, both now
and then, would claim that each word
they wrote was inspired by God – a gift
for which they were simply the vehicle
for the truth.
As a Christian, I can never see how
they can sustain that view of the Bible.
There are far too many inconsistencies
and instructions, especially in the earlier
books, which could not be upheld
today. Even in the New Testament, the
specifically Christian part of the Bible,
slaves are told to obey their masters.
So, who would claim that as the Word
of God today? That is only one of many
statements and instructions which most
of us would reject, or at least question.
In fact, much of the violence,
discrimination and engendered hate
arises from people of the great faiths of
the world who insist on taking every
part of their sacred writings as the literal
word of God. They justify stoning or
thrashing women “caught in adultery”
(no mention of the men involved). They
execute homosexual people. Just as
did the early Christians who colonised
many parts of the world, they kill the
Indigenous people who refuse to be
converted to their view of faith – they
are consigned to hell anyway. So many
destructive and cruel activities over
the centuries have been justified as

readers’ letters
Resistance relocates
Just a small correction to your item
“Resistance on the move” in the last
issue (May 2011). The Resistance Centre
is not moving very far. In early June
we will move to new premises in the
Fusion complex, 22 Mountain Streeet,
Ultimo, which is just on the other
side of Broadway. The new home of
Resistance, Green Left Weekly and the
Socialist Alliance will be just as
centrally located (a block away from
Broadway and the shopping centre).
It has a shopfront, is fully modernised
and has wheelchair access, all of which
will make it easier to continue as an
activist centre. The new premises were
previously part of the Sydney campus
of Boston University and one of the
units is a well-appointed lecture theatre
capable of seating 150 people. We hope
to be putting it to good use.
Peter Boyle
(for the Sydney
Resistance Centre)

say to the Government and Opposition,
abandon and dismantle your indefinite
mandatory detention policy and your
remote and ‘offshore solutions’ for
asylum-seekers. We say to you release
all detainees barring health and security
checks, to be conducted in a nominated
minimum timeframe, such as three months
(as the Rudd Government promised). We
specifically call on the Government to
urgently explore and adopt alternative
solutions that are consistent with its

obedience to sacred texts and no great
faith can claim to have clean hands in
that respect.
Of course, one way to avoid this is
to reject all sacred writings and the
God who is represented there, and it is
sometimes understandable when people
choose to do that.
When the Uniting Church in Australia
came into being in 1977 (a union of
the Congregational, Methodist and
Presbyterian Churches) and formed its
foundational doctrines, it referred to the
Bible not as the Word of God but as the
book within which the Word of God
could be found.
This approach does not need to
weaken the Bible. On the contrary, it
invites people to grapple with what
lies there, to use your heart, mind and
spirit in searching for truth – which is
part of the way we are told to worship
our God. You do receive gifts from
the ancient people as you find ideas
echoed and tested down the ages.
You also celebrate that, as might be
expected, as humankind evolves over
the centuries, we learn new things
together. Sometimes these improve our
life and sometimes they don’t, so we
need to go on looking deeply into what
we believe to be right and true.
After all, why should we imagine that
only one person or generation or culture
was given all the truth?
At the centre of it all for Christians
are the great commandments – to love
God with heart and mind and soul and
to love your neighbour as yourself.
Anything which does not honour
those two commandments must be
challenged. The fact that it is never
simple to discover eternal truths means
that we need passionate and authentic
engagements with each other as we
journey through life – each exploring
the depths and heights of reality to find,
if there is a God, what that God might
be like. What we decide is true forms
our understanding of the very being of
the God we serve. At the very heart of
S
that is love. 

Gunyadyu!
Congratulations on the first adventure
of Gunyadyu. A brilliant idea. It is very
dadyibalung! Well done.
Heather Robinson
Waterloo

Medals in order
I was delighted to read of the award
of the Medal of the Order of Australia
to Helen Campbell. It is clearly
very well deserved. However, I am
disappointed that she believes it was
awarded by the government. In fact,
she was nominated for an award by
friends or colleagues and the case was
assessed by an independent committee.
Anyone can nominate anyone else (but
not themselves!) for an award simply
by completing a nomination form
obtainable from the Honours Secretariat
(www.itsanhonour.gov.au). If the
media would publicise this process,
there could be many others, like Ms
Campbell, recognised for outstanding
service to the community.
John Christian
Rosebery

obligations under the Refugee Convention.
Finally, we call for all Australians to
draw strength and direction from the rich
humanitarian heritage of our country,
S
especially the value of the fair go. 
Dr Michael Dudley, who is a lecturer in
Psychiatry at the University of NSW, gave
this address at a recent Rally in support
of refugees – with acknowledgements
to Rosie Scott, Frederika Steen,
Ngareta Rossell and Fran Gale.
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Cure for the
common concert
British band plays marathon set
Robert Smith addresses the faithful Photo: Supplied

Reviewed by Greg Williams
THE CURE
Vivid Live
Sydney Opera House
Tuesday May 31
Thanks to maverick Australian
promoter and record label chief,
Stephen Pavlovic, The Cure returned
to Australia as part of the Vivid Live
festival. Heralded as a particularly
special event for Cure fans worldwide,
the band performed its first three
albums, Three Imaginary Boys (1979),
Seventeen Seconds (1980), and Faith
(1981), in their entirety, over two
consecutive nights (May 31 and June
1) at the Sydney Opera House.
A DVD/Blu-ray concert film will be
released in the aftermath. Upping the
ante for a band famous for revolving
lineups, the first album was performed

as a trio featuring Robert Smith on
vocals and guitar, bass guitar stalwart
Simon Gallup, and drummer since
1995, Jason Cooper. Joining this trio
on keyboards for Seventeen Seconds
was returning (1987-1990, 19952004) keyboardist Roger O’Donnell,
and to top it off, founding member
Lol Tolhurst joined the quartet on
keyboards and percussion to perform
Faith – a particularly surprising move in
Cure-land as Tolhurst was thrown out
of the band just prior to the release of
1989’s landmark Disintegration, leading
to decades of well-documented ill-will
and sniping in the press, including a
lawsuit against his former bandmates,
eventually lost by Tolhurst.
As a Canadian fan of The Cure since
the mid-80s I was unable to pass up the
opportunity of a trip Down Under to
take in my favourite group at such an
iconic venue. This same pull attracted
Cure fans from all corners of the globe

including Europe, Asia, Latin America
and the U.S.A. The stunning setting
was a perfect backdrop for The Cure
to gradually roll out their seminal
works, in order, to this clearly devoted
international following.
The sound was wonderful all night
long and the band’s choice of eraappropriate guitars and amplifiers
ensured faithful (ahem) renditions
were delivered.
Three Imaginary Boys, arguably the
band’s least cohesive work, featuring
such clunky missteps as “Meathook”
and “So What”, came off very well
with under-appreciated gems such as
“Accuracy”, “Another Day” and “It’s
Not You” benefiting from Smith’s
more mature and confident vocal
delivery. Hendrix’s “Foxy Lady” was
mercifully performed as a heavy-guitar
barn-burner rather than the twitching,
fly-blown corpse from TIB. The title
track concluded the first portion of the

evening on a high note, showcasing a
distorted guitar solo by Smith and one
of the band’s earliest masterpieces that
is still in regular rotation at “normal”
Cure shows.
After a 20-minute intermission, the
quartet lineup strode out to expectant
hoots and clapping and launched into
Seventeen Seconds opener, “A Reflection”.
Smith himself has described this record
as the first “real” Cure album and it was
here that the moody, mono-chromatic
soundscapes set the stage for much
of the band’s later work. Live staple
and single, “A Forest”, was a majestic
wonder, while poppier songs, “Play For
Today” and “M”, balanced doomier
works like “In Your House”, “At Night”
and “Seventeen Seconds”. For the first
set, the audience was mostly seated but
heightened expectations for this album
caused most fans to rise to their feet
and remain there for the remainder of
the nearly four-hour show.

Spiritualized presents masterpiece
Reviewed by Sarah Kelly
SPIRITUALIZED
Vivid Live
Sydney Opera House
Friday May 27
It was a perfect winter’s night
when Spiritualized performed its
masterpiece Ladies and Gentlemen
We Are Floating in Space in full at
the Sydney Opera House as part of
the Vivid Live Festival. The album
was released by the English band
in 1997, and melds shoegazing,
excellent songwriting and gospel,
with the backing of strings and
horns. It is a haunting collection
of songs about the loss of a great
love and finding solace and trouble
in drug use. The band’s frontman,
J. Spaceman, co-wrote and arranged
the symphonic accompaniment,
and the album earned that year’s
NME Album of the Year for
good reason.

Tonight the band (no longer the
original lineup – only J. Spaceman
himself remains) is backed by an
eight-piece gospel choir, a six-piece
horn section, and an elaborate string
section in order to reproduce the sound
of the album faithfully. Although the
rock band and the orchestra had only
rehearsed separately, the outcome was
pretty impressive.
An early technical glitch marred the
beginning of the set, with feedback
emanating from one of J. Spaceman’s
microphones (he sat, hunched over,
in a baggy white t-shirt, pale jeans,
and sunglasses with his guitar pedals
fanned out before his sneakers). It’s
sad, because it is such a beautiful song
in which J. gently sings, “All I want in
life’s a little bit of love to take the pain
away” and other bittersweet aphorisms.
My placement in the crowd marred
my enjoyment of this song (and
others). I was seated up quite high,
and although I was in the centre and
could see everything quite well, I get

the feeling the sound quality from
this spot was poor. The choir, and
the orchestra, were very loud, and at
times I struggled to hear J. Spaceman’s
singing over the white satin-clad choir.
The choir members did provide
some light relief at times. In the
more upbeat songs, like the second
track, “Come Together”, they had
obviously been coached to dance a
little on the spot, with varying success.
One woman could be said to have been
a good dancer. Unfortunately one of
the poorer dancers was standing right
next to her and the result was quite
comical.
Overall, the performance was
wonderful. The musicians were able to
successfully play songs from opposite
ends of the album’s musical spectrum,
from the achingly sad and gentle
“Broken Heart” and “Stay With Me”
to the standard rock fare of “Come
Together” and “Electricity” and even
the freak-outs that concluded the latter
and “Cop Shoot Cop”.

Jason Pierce of Spiritualized Photo: Matt Crossick, PA Photos

Faith opened with the hypnotic
bass line of “The Holy Hour” and
maintained a haunting, lugubrious
pace throughout. Despite this, the
album was delivered with a heavy
punch and the band’s performance
lifted to meet the intensity of the
material. By the time the title track
and album closer was in progress the
band was firing on all cylinders and
the mood in the concert hall was very
much the religious trance originally
intended. Lol Tolhurst’s return to
the stage with his former bandmates
for the first time since 1987 was met
with an appropriately rousing cheer
of welcome.
For most bands, delivering three
albums in a row would be more than
enough to justify retiring for the
evening, pats on the back all the way
to cozy coaches. The Cure, however, was
just getting started. TIB-era ancillary
track “World War” then led off a string
of 14 era-specific encores of B-sides,
rarities and non-album singles leaving
hardcore fans stunned and delighted
at the, in many cases, live debuts, of
these songs.
The second encore concluded with
the vicious and tribal, “The Hanging
Garden”, the single from the fourth
album, Pornography, from 1982 (already
performed in its entirety in Berlin
in 2002, along with Disintegration
and 2000’s Bloodflowers) and segued
bizarrely but appropriately enough
into a final “trilogy” of pop songs from
1983, “Let’s Go To Bed”, “The Walk”
and “The Lovecats”, to end the evening
on a very “up” note indeed.
Such a lengthy, emotional concert
left some fans shattered, one young
Australian concert-goer alternated
between sobbing and laughing, lying
prone on the concourse after the
marathon 44-song set. Most left the
venue simply shaking their heads in
joyful disbelief at having witnessed
such an historic show. A significant
risk with such an endeavour would
be having the show feel as long as
it was, but all concerned, the band
included, seemed to feel it was only
just long enough.
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Theatre Review»
by Jane Barton

Parramatta Girls
Writer: Alana Valentine
Director: Annette Rowlinson
With: Abi Rayment, Sandy Velini,
Di Adams, Elaine Crombie
New Theatre
May 18-June 11
First produced in 2007 for Belvoir
Street Theatre, Parramatta Girls is the
brutal exposé of the experiences of young
women who were incarcerated in the
Parramatta Girls Home. Between 1887
until 1974 this place housed girls who
were neglected, running wild or had
been “exposed to moral danger”. Less
than 7 per cent who passed through
its doors had committed a crime. In
2003 the Parramatta Girls held a reunion
with over 100 women and their families
attending. This reunion is the basis for
the play, which flicks between past and
present, seeking to show the ongoing
psychological impact of the experiences
on the women. Isolation, brutality, the
use of drugs to pacify and sedate, sexual
exploitation and suicide are some of the
stories that playwright Alana Valentine
has given voice to. There are moments of
humour, pathos and solidarity also – but
it’s a pretty grim history. The cast are
admirable in their fortitude – it’s a long
script with few moments of levity. But
these are stories that deserve to be told
and re-told, keeping in mind the words
of writer Pearl S. Buck: “If you want to
understand today, you have to search
yesterday.”

In 1665 he was the first Indian to
graduate from Harvard College, which
was founded in 1636, only six years
after the establishment of the colony in
Massachusetts Bay.
The author has carefully researched
the life of the colony at that time, and
has created characters which reflect the
culture and context of that time, the
most important is Bethia, the daughter
of a Calvinist minister, who tells the
story. She first meets and befriends Caleb
when she is a young girl, and he is on
the cusp of manhood. They learn each
other’s language, admire each other’s way
of life, and wish to appropriate parts of
each other’s culture.
As she grows from a girl into a
woman, meeting each other becomes
more difficult, even dangerous if they
upset the leaders in their very puritanical,
hierarchical, male-dominated,
conservative colonial society. On
the Indian side too, there is angst, as
the missionaries try to break the old
way of life, and convert the young
men to Christianity. On the settler’s
side, goodness and fair dealings from
some people towards the Indians are
counteracted by greed, ruthlessness and
trickery from others. On the Indian side,
there is division among the people as to
whether they should resist the settlers
or co-operate with them: whether they
should follow the instructions of their
own spiritual leaders or the missionaries.
Ever present, for the Indian
community, is the threat of new,
previously unknown diseases.
This imaginative, generous, historical
novel is a great read.

»
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Book Reviews»
by Margaret Vazey

Caleb’s Crossing – A Novel
Geraldine Brooks
Fourth Estate, London, New York,
Sydney & Auckland, 2011
This interesting, wise story explores the
effects of colonisation on an indigenous
people, in this case, the Wampanoag
Indians, who traditionally lived on the
island known as Martha’s Vineyard,
found off the coast of Massachusetts,
USA. It is now famous as the home of
artists and writers, and expensive real
estate.
The story is based on the life of a
real person, Caleb Cheeshahteaumauk.

The Last Chance Cafe
Liz Byrski
PanMacmillan, Australia, 2011
Welcome to the family and life of
Margot. You now have two daughters:
Emma and Lexie; one sister: Phyllida;
one granddaughter: Rosie. There are
assorted husbands: Donald, Laurence,
Grant; exes: Laurence, Grant; exes’ sisters:
Wendy; lovers of at least one of the above:
May, Bernard; mistresses: May; orphans:
Patrick; aunties: Wendy, and especially
Vinka; deceased relatives; neighbours:
some kind or unkind, some foolish and/or
unscrupulous; and an especially radically
liberated friend, Dot, who once belonged
to the “Push” at Sydney Uni. She is still
protesting and organising demonstrations
for Women’s Rights.
It is essential that you grasp their names
as you are about to undergo what feels
like a long, extended, sometimes painful,
but ultimately rewarding psychotherapy
session for all of them, with all of them,
as they go about their daily lives.
As you read, you are quickly drawn
into this conglomeration of intimate
relationships. You are privy to all the
secrets and to all the mysteries, and
ultimately all the revelations.
As you read, you are getting older,

perhaps acquiring a little wisdom and
becoming a little more tolerant of people
who are not you.
On the serious side, there is the
underlying theme of protesting about
the present and increasing sexist and agist
propaganda. We all have to look like we
are in our twenties whether we are five
or fifty, or seventy-five. When taken to
the extreme for women, it means that we
all have to look like fluffy bunnies, whose
sole aim in life is to titillate and pamper
the males in our society.
The scene is set in the cities of
Melbourne and Sydney, but these are
just places with similarly large shopping
malls, coffee shops, botanic gardens and
flocks of seagulls.
Thankyou Liz Byrski, I enjoyed being
part of the family/life romp!

»»books@ssh.com.au

Film Review»
by Lindsay Cohen

The Ghost Writer (DVD)
Director: Roman Polanski
Starring: Ewan McGregor, Pierce Brosnan
Genre: James Bond-free zone
May is a notoriously dull month for
film-goers. It’s cold and Easter has just
passed so people don’t go out. Combined
with school holidays, most new releases
are limited to animated fluffy animals.
So with nothing review-worthy this
month I had no alternative but to head to
the video store, something I hadn’t done
for such a long time that when I last went
they still hired out videos.
The Ghost Writer was released late last
year to critical acclaim but did little at
the box office and it’s not hard to see
why. Mis-marketed as an action thriller
(it does feature Star Wars and James
Bond action figures after all) it’s really
more of a Hitchcockian suspense drama.
Even Polanski’s direction, his use of
angles, colours, scenes, actors, plot twists
and picture elements pay homage to
Hitchcock (or a rip-off depending on
your point of view).
Throw in elements of The Manchurian
Candidate (the 1962 version of course),
though it’s not quite in that class (OK,
so maybe the 2004 version then), and
you have a recipe for a highly satisfying
spy drama that builds its suspense the
old-fashioned way – slowly.
McGregor plays the ghostwriter for a
not very-fictional former British Prime
Minister played by Brosnan. All is not
as it seems as McGregor’s accidental
investigation leads him deeper into
a world of Cold War deception with
contemporary implications.
Brosnan, McGregor and their
co-stars are all excellent, surprisingly
so in Brosnan’s case. Gone is most of
the pompous know-it-all of Remington
Steele and Bond and what remains is
complimented with actual emotions. Now
that’s a surprise ending.
Rating: Four-and-a-half Rear
Windows.

»»film@ssh.com.au

Heavenly dairy
Scott Winter
Those who
love their
cheese and
wine will
simply adore
this Italian
providore, tucked away inside a
knot of eateries off Bourke Street.
A cluster of small wooden tables
offers views into the maturation
room where mammoth mounds of
cheese age gracefully – a telltale
sign of where the passion lies
for owner, Carmelo Ocello.
Originating as a market stall,
Formaggi Ocello gathers the
best artisan cheeses from across
Italy and Australia and offers
them up in long glass cabinets
like culinary treasure chests.   
Knowledgeable staff guide
guests through products and
help match morsels to individual
tastes; each scrumptious wedge of
cheese is available to take home
or dine-in. Rounds of every size
and texture form this dairy heaven,
from soft to hard, from goat’s milk
to sheep’s milk, and everything
in-between. Couples and groups
can settle in with a cheese plate,
or a mix of salumi and cheese,

and pair it with a glass of wine or
beer for a leisurely evening repast.
Calzoni, beef lasagne, and spinach
and ricotta cannelloni offer more
substantial meals, while daytime
visitors can lunch on a Caprese
salad. Dainty pastries, lunettes,
almond croissants and chocolate
cannoli marry perfectly to a fresh
cup of coffee, ideal for an afternoon
sugar-kick. Fill the shopping
bags with a selection of imported
and local cheeses, salumi, bread,
condiments and gelati. Divine
artisan cheeses will have mouths
salivating and minds divided:
pecorino al tartufo, a matured
cheese of sheep’s milk and truffles,
or ubriacodi amarone, a cheese
immersed in red wine? Gorgonzola
dolce latte, a soft, creamy, blue
cheese from Lombardia, or vatellina
casera stagionato, an aged, hard
cheese from the Italian mountains?
Decisions, decisions, decisions!
Formaggi Ocello
St Margaret’s complex
16/425 Bourke Street, Surry Hills
Bookings: 9357 7878
De Groots Media
Follow us on Facebook
Watch video on www.
bestvideos.com.au

W h at’s on you r pl ate ?

How d’ya like
dem apples?
Paul Sullivan
“These apples aren’t ripe”, my
six-year old mentioned the other
day before putting a nibbled
apple down in the Guinea Pig’s
dinner bowl. “How do you
know?” I asked. “They taste
weird” was the answer. And there
you have it. I’m not actually sure
where she would have acquired
such knowledge as she’s never
been to an orchard but she does
eat a lot of fruit and actually
knows the difference between a
Royal Gala and a Pink Lady.
We don’t let her watch that
much TV so it couldn’t be that,
although we are guilty of letting
her watch Jamie Oliver on a
Sunday evening. Once upon a time
a family would gather in front of
the TV to watch a Disney special
on a Sunday night, now it’s a
cooking show. I shouldn’t have a
problem with it except that only
a few years ago she was wearing
nappies, and is now extolling her
youthful wisdom on immature
apples. Maybe my daughter has
a point. The fact that apples are
around every day of the year may
have something to do with the
taste. Is it the taste of boredom
though? If they’re always around
there’s nothing to look forward to.
There was a time that even I
remember, where unless you went
to Batlow, you didn’t get apples

all year round. Same with most
fruits. “Oh, they’re out of season”,
someone would say and that
would be it. Now? Apples, oranges,
bananas and most fruits, are
available 24/7. Some stone fruits
hold their ground, like peaches
and apricots, and steadfastly
refuse to be rushed to maturity
whilst the rest slowly progress
to maturity in our fruit bowls.
I guess everything these days has
to be available and ready before
we know we need it. The iPad 2
came out before I realised I didn’t
have the first one. Depending on
where they’re from chickens are
rushed to maturity promoting
bigger breasts, which again is a
whole other topic we could discuss
over melons one day. Even little
six-year old Beauty Queen Eden
Wood, known as the “prettiest little
girl in America” has been rushed
to maturity in a way most people
can’t even begin to comprehend.
Like anything not left to its
own devices of normal growth,
things can go very wrong. It’s
a shame we can’t look forward
to, and be excited about, things
coming our way when they’re
ready. Like the taste of cherries at
Christmas. There’s nothing like
them. Do any of us know when
the different apple varieties are
truly in season or do we blindly
pick them up off the shelf and risk
them tasting ... well ... weird? Our
Guinea Pig doesn’t seem to mind.
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Orchard Gallery –
call for submissions
“A unique opportunity for individuals and communities to
be involved in an artistic and intellectual program about
diversity, spirituality and society”
Nicky McWilliam – Director Eva Breuer Gallery, Sydney
“This exciting project will enrich the role of the arts in our
community life while also exploring the significance of faith
and hope in a multicultural and multi-faith Australia”
Rev. Tara Curlewis – General Secretary, National Council of
Churches in Australia
“A simple yet dedicated resource as well as a unique pathway
for meaningful and diverse community conversation to take
place around spirituality and the arts”
Nur Shkembi – Arts Officer, Islamic Council of Victoria

Georgina Abrahams, Ali Blogg and Norrie at the Orchard Photo: Elaine Pelot-Syron

Photo art acknowledged
Elaine Pelot-Syron
“Love is everywhere present where there is one who loves”
(Søren Kierkegaard, Works of Love).
Don’t miss this riveting documentary exhibition on
until July 14 at the Orchard Gallery in the South Sydney
Uniting Church.
The opening night celebration on May 14 was well
attended by over 100 people.
Ali Blogg, a soft-spoken woman who shoots straight,
has created a retrospective, sharing her wealth of images,
documenting events, achievements and historical portraits
spanning over a decade. These photographs tell a story of
the South Sydney community and its dominant values in
a large city where so many people live and many do not
know their neighbours.
Murroona Woman of the Djiru people, Patricia Corowa,
offered an Acknowledgement of Country. “[W]hether
retained in photographic memorabilia or in photographic
memories this locale always was and always will be the Land
of the First Peoples … and it is Sacred Ground,” she said.
Andrew Collis (parish minister) offered words of
welcome and commentary. “In images bigger than tabloid
limitations allow, and richer in colour and tone, I see more
clearly what Ali would have us see of the people and

places she loves. There’s no doubt that Ali’s commitment
to photographing us is a commitment to us. These are
works of love, and you can see that,” he said. “Notice the
hands. Notice the hands as evidence of the trust between
photographer and subjects – the artists and activists,
politicians and personalities of South Sydney.”
Trevor Davies, who founded the South Sydney Herald and
remains News Editor, recalled photographic assignments
and adventures, lauding the work of Ali Blogg (Photo
Editor of the SSH) in terms of “holding up a mirror for
the community to better see and understand itself ”.
Local Knowledge, the title of this exhibition, is wellchosen, focusing on diverse lives within the villages of a
vast city. Note the titles of many photographs which aptly
describe the images: “Hickey family grieving the loss of a
son and a brother”, 2005; “Carmen turns 70”, 2006; and
“At last, a Premier committed to Pemulwuy (Kristina
Keneally and Mick Mundine)”, March 2011.
At $100 each, the price is very reasonable and further
proof that the exhibition is genuinely created for
the community.

Local Knowledge – Seeing South Sydney
An exhibition of photojournalism curated by Ali Blogg
The Orchard Gallery (56a Raglan St, Waterloo)
Wed. 5-6.30pm, Sat. 1-3pm till July 14
By appointment: 0414 981 076

“This project will inspire individuals and communities
to articulate and explore issues of identity, collective
memory and belonging – all at the very heart of what it is to
be human”
Rebecca Forgasz – Director Jewish Museum of Australia, Melbourne

The Orchard Gallery (South Sydney Uniting Church)
invites submissions for an exhibition to be opened on
Saturday, September 17. The exhibition, with a working
title, Spirituality in/of the Everyday, will feature drawings,
paintings, sculptures, installations, video art and poetry
(see below for Creative Specifications).
Artists
and writers are
invited to respond to one of the following guiding
Creative
Specifications
questions:
Two dimensional Media:
• What
doesPaintings,
spirituality
mean to you?
Drawings,
Photography,
wall based sculpture, maximum A3 size
• What
creates
meaning
or hope inormy
life? format.
(420 x 297 mm) either landscape
portrait
• What does human justice look like?
Sculpture:
• Where
do I find the strength and faith to live my life to the fullest?
That could easily sit on a surface dimension of 300mm x 300mm.

Submissions can be made in writing (one A4 page or less) and emailed to
Digital Media Works:
sshandrew@bigpond.com. Alternatively, post submissions to PO Box 3288 Redfern
Sound, animation or film up to 5 minute’s duration.
NSW 2016 before July 31, 2011, or phone to arrange an interview/presentation
before
July 31, 2011.
Poetry:
The length of the poem is determined by its presentation on a single A4 page.

In partnership with The Blake Society,
GPO Box 4484 Sydney 2001, www.blakeprize.com.au

5-6 / 245-249 Abercrombie St , Darlington (between Lawson St & Abercrombie St). tel 9699 9875

Dinner voucher
worth $20

Conditions: Spend $40 or more on one bill.
Booking essential. Valid until July 31.
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Book winners!

Congratulations to winners of our “Write a funny verse” competition. Author Andy Griffiths was very
impressed by the entries and awarded book prizes to Dylan Vandenbovenkamp of Bangor and Mikayla, Jasmin,
Dema, Patrick and Joe of the Year 2 Class at St Francis Xavier’s Primary School in Arncliffe. Winners have
received copies of What Body Part is That? As well as the entire JUST! Series, plus What Bumosaur is That?
And The Bad Book and The Very Bad Book (titles by Andy Griffiths, published by Pan Macmillan Australia).
THE EARS
by Dylan Vandenbovenkamp

THE MOUTH
by Students of Year 2, St Francis Xavier’s, Arncliffe

The ears are soft and bendy flaps
on the side of the head. They
are good for hearing things like
music, traffic and wild animals.
They are not good for hearing things
under water. This is because the water
gets into the ears and blocks the sound.
If you want to hear things under water
what you need is a pair of ear-goggles
to stop the water from getting in.
Attach two plastic cups to the side of
your head (a couple of elastic bands
can be useful for this). Then when
you are under water you will be able
to hear the sounds of fishes and you
will hear if a shark is approaching.
Da-dum ... da-dum ... dadumdadum ...
That’s all there is to know about ears.

The mouth is important!
It sneezes and slurps.
It screams and burps.
It’s soft and slimy.
It’s lumpy and whiny.
It spits and sings.
It can taste a zing.
It complains and gives me a pain in my brain.
One day the mouth blew bubbles and floated away in search of some
spice to brighten its day.
It found some spice which was a delight.
There was heat in the mouth which made it fly South.
There were tingles and flames and red in its brain. The mouth popped
and exploded and felt like it was loaded with dynamite and lava.
What a palava!
Poor mouth! Why did it fly South?
Get it some ice to quell the spice.
Please bring it back home so it can scream and moan!
… and talk and chatter on the telephone.

South Sydney Crossword

Poetry
We chat to cheer
Earlier events of the day –
Coffee and Current
Buttered Toast
With Audrey at the Café
Has had a big day too
And a big life
Making her Presence felt
Black but Not Out
About Ninety, I cannot
recall, cared not repeat –
She was recounting her
Glebe Harold Park days
When she appeared at his table
Touched his arm –
A famous film visitor!
While his attention was turned
A feather touch! A brush
with Fame! A Laugh
To entertain and perform
her own observation –

A Dalai Lama Portrait: Photographs by David Roberts
Red Room, Ground Floor Customs House
31 Alfred St, Circular Quay (02) 9242 8555
June 1 – 31 July 31, 2011
Weekdays 8am-midnight; Sat 10am-midnight; Sun 11am-5pm
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/customshouse/whatson
This Exhibition is Free to the Public.
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Stole the stage – her lithe form,
Yes strong Hands, Shoulders
Lightheartedly Knowing,
Enjoying, Bragging/Boasting
To the Publican as he crossed
the floor and called out
‘Lubra’ or some such name –
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3. *Wildly embrace bro I met on this Sydney
street* (11) [ABERCROMBIE]
9. Crazed (8) [MANIACAL]
11. *Follow one down a hole and see some
Chinese art there* (5,6) [WHITERABBIT]
12. The spiritual essence of humankind (4)
[SOUL]
13. Japanese noodle soup (5) [RAMEN]
14. *Surrounding a ship, maybe around the
consulate* (7) [EMBASSY]
16. One dedicated to abstinence and self-denial
(7) [ASCETIC]
18. Biting midge (4) [GNAT]
20. Fork prong (4) [TINE]
21. *No ugly moves in this Aboriginal tribe* (6)
[YOLNGU]
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Down

1. *The writer is best, but not quite the last* (11)
[PENULTIMATE]
2. Type of wood traditionally used in archer's
bows (3) [YEW]
4. *Alter coins* (6) [CHANGE]
5. *The first to give the first of your first, and the
first of your last* (7) [INITIAL]
6. *The usual sum is quite important* (9)
[PARAMOUNT]
7. Commoner (4) [PLEB]
8. *Spooner's martial art could brew a cuppa*
(4,3) [CHAITEA]
10. Malfunctioning (6) [FAULTY]
15. Lithe (4) [SPRY]
16. Casually saunter (5) [AMBLE]
17. French brandy (6) [COGNAC]
19. Behind time (5) [TARDY]

That was not today
13
14
First correct entry
But the story is fresh
15
16
receives a prize.
And space for another laugh
Send to:
17
18
As she talks at the table
South Sydney Crossword
Fuscia pink blouse
PO Box 3288
Redfern NSW 2016
Under black, silver-threaded suit
Glassy squares, fuscia
CROSSWORD BY D.W.
* Denotes cryptic clue
sparkle, against her neck,
Across
Down
dropping from her ears
1.
Pry
1. *Lost respect for the phantom* (7)`
Across
Down
2. Skullduggery (8)
3. Curving delivery (9)
She takes her cane from 1. Pry
1. *Lost respect for the phantom* (7)`
7.
*Come
together
in
say..
A
fuelish
kind
of
way?*
(8)
2. Skullduggery (8)
3. Curving delivery (9) 4. An article of little substance (3)
the chair, as we rise –
7. *Come together in8.say..
A fuelish kind
of way?*
4. An article of little substance
(3) this Surry Hills street go through a
needle
(6)
5. 	*Did
Gramaphone's
Each on her way.
(8)
5. *Did this Surry Hills street go
through
a of
little
10. Play on words (3)
little
county
processed meat?* (10)
county of processed meat?* (10)
(6)
– Cecile Pauly April, 2011 8. Gramaphone's needle
11. *Burnt out with all the mess* (3,3,4)
6. *Tied back braided apple pie perhaps?* (7)
10. Play on words (3)
6. *Tied back braided apple pie perhaps?* (7)
(Thanks Audrey)
*Say no(3,3,4)
to waste!* (6)
9. 	
And 15 down - Indigenous Australian
11. *Burnt out with all15.
the mess*
9. And 15 down - Indigenous
Australian
15. *Say no to waste!*17.
(6) *Eight board* (3,2,4)
17. *Eight board* (3,2,4)

WORDPLAY – Creative Writing Group»
Woolpack Hotel Redfern, 229 Chalmers Street, Redfern
6-8pm Wed, June 1 & 15. Phone Andrew on 8399 3410
All welcome

bantamweight boxer 1948 - bantamweight
2011 (6,4) boxer 1948 - 2011 (6,4)
10. Party to secret information
10. Party to secret information
12. *Attack counter attack* (7)
12. *Attack counter attack* (7)
13. Torres Strait Islander campaigner, Eddie... (4)
13. Torres
14. *Am spoke about an afterlife
ritual*Strait
(7) Islander campaigner, Eddie... (4)
15. See 9-down
14. *Am spoke about an afterlife ritual* (7)
16. Scratch with an implement,
or with
acid (4)
15. See
9-down
18. Choose (3)

16. Scratch with

*For translation visit www.dharug.dalang.com.au
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SSH advertising works:

Help someone
see a better future.

"Since our ad has been in the SSH, it's been phenomenal. It has really raised our profile in the community. Interest
has increased ten-fold from the old way of letterbox dropping." Wayne Blindeman, Food Distribution Network, Waterloo

SATURDAY ART CLASS
South Sydney Uniting Church
(56a Raglan St, Waterloo)
12-4pm Saturday June 11 & 25
More information phone 8399 3410.

Uniting Churches

South Sydney Uniting Church
56a Raglan St Waterloo
Worship (Eucharist) 10am Sunday
Rev Andrew Collis 8399 3410
Welcoming people of all ages,
cultural backgrounds,
sexual orientations and identities.
Peace with justice, integrity
of creation.

Painting: Grace Collins

Vinnies changes lives every day.
Donate now to the Vinnies Winter Appeal.
Call 13 18 12 or visit vinnies.org.au

free

shuttle bus services
FREE shuttle bus services now run from Redfern to Broadway
shops via the RPA Hospital; and from Woolloomooloo to Redfern
via Paddy’s Market and St Vincent’s.

BABANA

BABANA

Aboriginal Men’s Group
Next meeting Friday, June 24
12-2pm,PCYC, Redfern
Contact: Mark Spinks 9243 3546

Redfern

home delivery of low-cost fresh fruit & vegetables

The Food Distribution Network is a not-for-profit organisation that
delivers boxes of fresh and inexpensive fruit and vegies to older
people, people with disabilities, people living with HIV/AIDS and carers
who live in the City of Sydney and need assistance living independently
at home. For $9 you can have a box of 6-8kg of fruit and/or vegies
delivered to your door each week or fortnight.
Please call 9699 1614 or e-mail enquiries@fdn.org.au for more
information. These services are funded by the Home and
Community Care programme and the AIDS Trust of Australia.

Get the latest from
www.redwatch.org.au
Geoffrey & Lyn Turnbull

These FREE buses are available to all City Of Sydney residents
and operate:
Thursday and Friday of each week.
For more information and timetables please
call 9319 4439 or visit www.ssct.org.au

Ph Wk: (02) 8004 1490
Email RWIU@turnbulls.com.au

Crn St Johns Rd
& Colbourne Ave, Glebe
Worship Sun 7 for 7.15pm
‘Colbourne Ave’ Intimate
Candlelit Concerts Thu 8pm
Steph Gesling 9518 9413
Leichhardt University Church
3 Wetherill St, Leichhardt
(near Norton St)
Worship 6.30pm Sunday
Rev. Dr John Hirt 0408 238 117

Newtown Mission

Singing Bird Productions presents

Waterloo
Recycling
Workshop

280 King St Newtown
Worship 9.30am & 6pm Sunday
Rev Ps Doug Clements
9519 9000

M u sic an d M e

Workshop and market open Fridays
9am-12pm.

Paddington Uniting Church

Kristina Keneally interviewed by Emma Ayers

Turungah Flats, 1 Phillip St, Waterloo
(lower car park).

Performing artists TBA

Affordable furniture and
household goods.

Friday August 26, 7.30pm

food distribution network

What is
happening
in RedfernWaterloo?

Glebe Cafe Church

Paddington Uniting Church, 395 Oxford Street
Tickets at the door: $30 Tickets online: $28 www.trybooking.com/9515

New support group
for men
The Gay and Lesbian Counselling Service
(GLCS) of NSW is announcing a new service
to increase awareness and support for men
who identify as gay, bisexual, queer, samesex attracted or who may be questioning
their sexuality.
“Talking It Out: a men’s discussion group
exploring issues and sexuality” is an ongoing

casual group meeting for men, based on peer
facilitation and support. The group is aimed
at men who are looking for support while
coming to grips with issues such as coming
out, safer sex, relationships, homophobia,
families and finding happiness. The group is
open to all men aged 18 years and older.
The group runs every 1st and 3rd Thursday
of the month, having commenced on April 7.
The group runs from 7pm to 9pm upstairs at
43 Bedford St, Newtown, NSW. There is no
need to register or commit to each session.

Donations gladly received (no white
goods
or electrical apps).
Volunteers welcome
(phone Naomi on 0407 576 098)

GLCS also offers other support groups,
such as SMART drug and alcohol recovery
and the Women’s Coming Out Group and will
be launching a social group later in the year.
Telephone counselling and information is
also available 5.30pm-9.30pm every evening
on (02) 8594 9596 or 1800 184 527
(freecall for regional NSW).
For more information on the work of GLCS
see www.glcsnsw.org.au or call the office on
(02) 8594 9500.

395 Oxford St Paddington
Church Open 10am-2pm
1st and 3rd Saturdays
Worship Sunday 7.30pm
Office 9331 2646

Pitt Street Uniting Church
264 Pitt St, Sydney
Worship 10 am Sunday
& 6 pm (2nd and 4th Sundays)
Rev Ian Pearson 9267 3614

Wayside Chapel
29 Hughes St Potts Point
Worship 10am,
Bible Study 5pm Sunday
Ps Graham Long 9358 6996

YOUR LOCAL MEMBERS

Tanya Plibersek MP
Federal Member for Sydney

Malcolm Turnbull MP
Federal Member for Wentworth

Jamie Parker MP
State Member for Balmain
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Stinging in the rain Photo: Getty Images

Crisis forum for Bunnies fans
Zimmy Watt

The SSH has convened a forum to
address the Rabbitohs’ form slump
as the NRL season nears the midway
point. Our panel of experts comprises
passionate footy fans Adrian, Billy,
Isabelle and Jesse.
Adrian: Who would want to be a
coach? Why would you inflict that kind
of suffering on yourself? The Bunnies
are proving themselves to be a real
enigmatic team. And I couldn’t imagine
anything worse for a coach than for his
team to be enigmatic. I looked up the
meaning of enigmatic in the dictionary
and it translates literally as: South
Sydney Bunnies!
Souths haven’t dropped off yet, but
they haven’t established their position
either. They are hovering around in
limbo, alternately showing flashes of
brilliance and then the opposite. Come
on, Bunnies! Get real!!
Isabelle: Let’s look at the Monday
night game against the Panthers. It was
raining hard out at Penrith.

needed to get a win: Wet Weather
Football. Forwards running up the
middle, catch and pass, putting the
flamboyance away until a dry track.
And kicking, kicking. Kicking is so
important in today’s game. Kicking for
field position. Kicking to build pressure.
Kicking to relieve pressure.

Jesse: A great offload from Luke Walsh
to Trent Waterhouse led to another
Panthers try. Adrian Partell’s try saw
the score blow out to 16-4, and South
Sydney just giving up.

The Panthers got the formula right with
“Big Petro”, “Bigger Waterhouse” and
Luke Lewis just some of the standout
performers laying the foundations in
the middle of the ruck. Luke Walsh
taking advantage and kicking well –
kicking, kicking, kicking.

Jesse: Michael Crocker had a shocker!
Making some terrible mistakes.

Jesse: The first five minutes it was
raining down non-stop. The seats were
empty.
Billy: There was hardly anyone there.
Jesse: The score was 6-0 to Penrith
after an easy try to Luke Lewis and
conversion by Luke Walsh. James
Roberts proved himself a true Rabbitoh,
gathering a stunning over-the-head pass
from Dave Taylor to score in the corner.
Penrith 6-4.

Billy: Also a lovely pass – this time by
Brad Tighe to put Partell away.

Billy: Crocker will soon be called the
“Penalty Giver”!
Jesse: A second-half try to Isaac Luke
and a Sandow conversion completed
the scoring for the Rabbitohs.
Billy: I thought the second half was
boring, with just the one try for Souths.
Lachlan Coote scored a try for Penrith
and Luke Walsh converted to make it
Penrith 22-10.
Adrian: Souths are still hanging in
there. Just. I still believe and I exhort
others to keep the faith. The Bunnies
will make the eight. Overcoming the
Storm next week will be a good start.


Adrian: On a rain-sodden night at
Centrebet Stadium you didn’t need to
be Einstein to work out the formula

Billy: That was a “no look” pass.
Lovely!

When you want
local news,
find it right here,
right meow.
www.southsydneyherald.com.au

Round 13: Storm 16 d. Rabbitohs 6

S

The Ravens meet each Saturday at 7am on the
corner of Botany Road and Raglan Street in
Waterloo. New members (and beginners) welcome!
Phone Adrian on 9690 1427.
ROAD-RUNNERS FOR RUNNING WATER:
Thank you to generous supporters! Together, we
raised $1,300 towards installation of showers
for Eden Garden volunteers & guests of our
Garden Shelter in Waterloo.
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GROUP

